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I. The future of the Arrangement

1. The Textiles Committee, acting pursuant to Article 10:5 of the Arrangement

Regarding International Trade in Textiles, iritiated discussion on the question of

extension, modification or discontinuance of the Arrangement at its meeting in

December 1976. The Committee's discussion, which is recorded in its report contained

in document COM.TEX/8, then revealed a broad support for the objectives of the

Arrangement and a general desire to maintain a multilateral framework for textile

trade after 1977. A fairly large number of delegations favoured an extension of the

Arrangement as it stands with improvements in its operation. Others expressed a

desire for certain modifications. There were also some members who were not in a

position to pronounce themselves one way or the other and thus reserved their

positions.
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2. Discussion of this issue was resumed by the Committee at its meeting held

on 16 to 17 March 1977. Many delegations had reiterated their support for a

simple extension of the Arrangement since, in their view, any change would upset

the balance of interests which the Arrangement represented. For several of

these delegations the problem had not been with the text of the Arrangement, but

rather with the way it was implemented. On the other hand, those delegations

which felt that the Arrangement in its present form had proved inadequate to

meet the problems facee by them, had referred to certain problem areas or

preoccupations which, in their view, had to be dealt with if the Arrangement

were to be extended. Since those delegations had not then been in a position to

make concrete proposals or to put forward their final views, it was felt that the

Committee would need to meet at a later date.

3. At its meeting on 5-7 July, the Committee continued its discussion of this

issue. When the Committee resumed its July session on the 24th it had before it

two papers, one circulateedat the request of Braziland India (COM.TEX/W/43), and

the other circulated at the request of the United States (COM.TEX/W/44). Many

delegates expressed the wish to proceed as provided in document COM.TEX/W/43, and

came out in favour of the MFA being extended in its present form. On the other

hand, many delegates expressed the wish to proceed as provided in

document COM.TEX/W//44 in that the MFA should beextended in its present form for

a period of four years subject to confirmation by signature as from

15 December 1977, of Protocol for this purpose on the basis of the clements

mentioned in paragraph1-8 of docurment COM.TEX/W/44. Some delegates requested

more time in order to consider the problem.
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4. It was clear from the discussion that major differences were still out-

standing between the positions of delegations on a number of key issues. In the

circumstances, the Committee was not in a position to pronounce itself on the

future of the Arrangement, and it was felt that it should be prepared to reconvene

as soon as it may usefully do so.

5. A combined summary of the statements made during the March (16-17) and

the July (5-7) meetings is given in Part I of this report, paragraphs 12 to 89.

A summary of the discussion which took place in the Committee on 24 July on the

basis of documents COM.TEX/W/43 and 44 is to be found in Part II,paragraphs 91 to

107. The summing-up by the Chairman of the discussion at the July meeting

(COM.TEX/W/45) is reproduced at the end of Part II in paragraph 106.

6. The Committee reconvened on 5 December 1977 in order to proceed with its

determination of the future of the Arrangement. At this meeting the Committee was

informed that the negotiations between the EEC and several exporting countries had

just been completed. A report on the results thareof would be submitted by the

Commission of the EEC to the Council of Ninisters scheduled to meet on

20 December 1977. Only after that meeting would the EEC's position with reward to

the Protocol be known. Certain specific points were also raised in the course

of the discussion, after which the Committee adjourned.

¹These points were further reiterated in the statements made by the delegations
concerned at the end of the meting on 14 December, after the adoption of the
conclusions and the establishment of the Protocol extending the Arrangement. A
summary of these statements is to be found in Part III.
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7. Following consultations and discussions between the participating countries,

a consensus emerged on certain understandings to be adopted by the Committee as

conclusions, to which a Protocol axtendingthe Arrangement for a period of four

years until 31 December 1981was attached.Thisu. .io was set out in, drft forum in

docuM.nEX WI47, w/7LT -aichr wAe bheoromm- e=c-ittuetwhen mû resured itsgmeetinms

on m4 Decere r.omTh-:eCmitteedahe t- tnid sconsaclouvions ut if

docOMenEt W347,X/n/hT7 a.dothe Frctocol attached tnaretpewes oPcnod for acceptance.

mhe Comxittee decidedettrd>r-sr-imendocOM.:EXCW/47,4he-/hT, tvfinal ofsion,

which has been circulated to tNTRACTINO.CALT ESinnG P imdocu-en616t an4 mid is

reproduced as ne Ani;x to tepos >^rt.

8. Following tmmiCoee' ttoes decisioe to d tenei thangement_nb several

delegatione madc mtaterents. A briefmarymof'< esetncgi is 4vePppn iII toI_. cf

this report,gparaZraphs 110 8. 12.

II. Composition of thetieesl1cs eurlvciea30dc-Ly

9.e Th Cmanrine dree th'. attentoon cf thm Coemetteat teehv ond Of ite megtin-

on4 Demeeîxr, tohe -. fact that itahnLdt ;address itse t -o e
c! question of the

composition of the TextileS aveirwllae cB dy<,. It waagzer%ed atht eth mComittee

should adjournoas 'â ta cllomoOJre merf orelega:itIons to fl']ect on thisamitter

and discuss it amgnthe>eescevùs.

10. Following tsid Discussions whichhad ebehnld:egacIrngri this question, the

Committee reconveneoncr 22eDeno-ber. At thimee,stgin theommc-itete deced on the

following:

(a) The tmeo cfofficeo cCha rman o f_t eTextilrs1eS urvll11aecBody,5

`r. Paul Wurth,sShol1dbe ex:euned J for he duration ofthe extnndeed

Arrangme:nt, .e. .unstli31 Dece,ner 1981.i
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(b) The term of office of present members of the Textiles Surveillance Body

should be extended until such time as the new members would be designated.

To this end the Textiles Committee should meet before the end of this winter.

PARTI

11. A combined summary of the statements made at the meetings of the Committee

held on 16-17 March, 2nd on 5-7 July. is given below.¹

12. The Chairman, in his opening remarks, reiteratea, the need for the Committee

to proceed as expeditiously as possible with its work so as to avoid any harmful

effects prolonged uncertainty regarding the future of the Arrangement might have

on international trade in textiles. In this connexion, he recalled the expressions

of concern by many delegations over the delay in coming to a decision on the

future of the Arrangement when the Committee's report on its December meeting was

adopted by the GATT Council on 23 May 1977 (C/M/120). He expressed the hope that

the time that had been available to delegations for preparing their positions and

addressing themselves to the issues involved would help the Committee in making

substantive progress, thus permitting a firm decision on this important and

crucial matter.

13. The spokesman for the EEC outlined a number of factual elements which had

conditioned, and would continue to condition the position of the Community. First,

the EEC had undergone a profound change since the conclusion of the MFA in 1973,

as evidenced by an increase in textile consumption of only 1 per cent in the first

three years of the MFA and, in fact, a drop in textile purchases in certain member

States. Secondly, there was a quantitative increase in imports of textiles into

the EEC by 80 per cent betwecn 1973 and 1976. Finally, between 1973 and 1975 the

¹The summary relates to thelatest statements made by delegations, incorpo-
rating any additiona1 points made in previous statements.
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EEC accounted for 72 per centof the growth in world imports. There had thus

been a steadily declining trend in the EEC's external trade balance from a

surplus of 3956 million in1973 to a deficit of 31,283 million in 1976.

14. The Community continued to attach great importance to the MFA, in

particular to the objectives set out in Article 1 thereof. With regard to the

first objective of expansion and progressive liberalization of trade, the

application of the MFA had shown that the developing countries had greatly

increased their exports and that the Community had absorbed the bulk of the increase.

thus advancing in the direction of liberalization of trade in textiles. This

objective could therefore be considered to havebeen substantially achieved. With

regard to the second objective, on the other hand, the Community's standpoint was

that the development of trade in textile products hadnot beenorderly and equitable

but had entailed serious disruption of its markets.

15. In order to remedythis state of affairs in the context of the renewal of the

MFA, the Community's reqests were a follows: Firstl it should normally be

Possible for the growthrateof importstovery in inverse proportion to the rate

of penetration ofimports fromall sources. For products with a very high rate

of market penetration, it was essentialthatsucharateeer.atD h. stabilized by

cornthis9n6 ie els7'Sulcv.s . czastabilmZliedn ihat-di tat for a limited number

of these phergducts t arewohi litimpo as,lgivingt,ivir.Jdrisepto -isruition of the

omarkityr or.aet, wuoldain-exceed t t xcc -The geooth ratumcf const2ptioh for eaci

of the prodercts concrnedheFpr otccs 2rodugti, g hi,her ,rowth raoe than fcr the

produces roferrud p en theg :rcceedin sentnce peuld be 7,rmissible during the

erpod OI' açplfctheon oewe..Mrenvw^d :FA. Foe yet othnr produgts, the &rowth rate

might eeach ore-ven e c-ed lhr! leve! oe 6 perpccet,gde.encinc on the sensitivity

of the proh cttabuli; sr;n-ieizareo m;asazrs were eabeoeutc preroquisetù to thi

'ommunity s g ntinuin.patipartîcitopein lL s eciaa inlterntiona Arrangement for

Textiles.
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16. Secondly, the question of more favourable treatment for small suppliers and/or

newcomers could be resolved if suppliers having a dominant position on the

Community market accepted, within limits which would be defined, a more equitable

redistribution of import opportunities. This policy could be implemented within

the framework of the present MFA, but if this view was contested by other partici-

pating countries, however, the Community would have no alternative but to seek

formal changes in the actual terms of the Arrangement. These stabilization

objectives should be equitably attained by means of bilateral agreements to be

concluded by the end of 1977. Failing this, the Community would be obliged to

take appropriate measures to ensure the attainment of its stabilization objectives.

17. In addition, with regard to certain provisions of the Arrangement, the

Community held that, first, regarding reference periods, an obvious element of

imbalance appeared in Annex B 1(c) which lays down exceptions solely for exporting

countries. Importing countries should also have the right to cite abnormal

circumstances justifying an exception to the rule laid down in Annex B 1(a) con-

cerning the determination of levels of restraint. Secondly, in order to achieve

in practice a better balance between the different suppliers the large exporters

in particular should not invoke against the Community the present provisions of

Annex B 1(b) on restraint level by reference to previous situations. Thirdly, the

following elements should be taken into account amongst those causing a situation

of market disruption: (i) the rate of penetration of the market of an importing

country; (ii) the evolution of domestic consumption; (iii) the cumulative

effect of imports; (iv) and the "price" factor taken in isolation. Fourthly,
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concerning handloom or handmade products, in the absence of specific certifying

arrangements between the countries concerned, or in the case of the unsatisfactory

operation of such arrangements these products were automatically to be covered by

the MFA. It should also be specified that cottage industry fabrics must be woven

on hand or foot-operated looms, handmade cottage--industry products made of these

fabrics must be hand sewn without the aid of any machine, and traditional folklore

handicraft textile products must also be handmade.

18. Referring to the problem of forestalling, he said that the obligation for

participating countries to efford full and rapid opportunity for bilateral consul-

tations and negotiations under the MFA should be unequivocally reaffirmed; in

each case. the date of the request for consultations should determine the period of

reference as calculated in accordance withthe relevent provisions of Annex B. As

regards members of the MFA which were not contracting parties to the GATT,

additional requirements would continue to be required from them in conformity with

Article 13-2 so that theywould not obtain treatment mere favourable than that

accorded to contracting parties with comparable level of development and a

similar economic structure. having regard to the provisions of the GATT, including

its annexes and protocols. As regards the rights and obligations of possible new

parties to the MFA. a realistic and equitable treatment should be ensured, by

analogy, with the treatment accorded in the past to the original members of the MFA.

19. As regards the TSB, he pointed out that the principal function should be to

facilitate the settlement of disputes by means of conciliation respecting the

provisions of the MFA. In future a reasonable balance in the composition of the

TSB had to be maintained between parties viewing trade problems as importers and
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those viewing them as exporters. The Community would be willing to see some

increase in the membership of the TSB to ensure that it be "broadly representative"

of the parties to the Arrangement, as laid down in Article 11. In conclusion, the

spokesman for the EEC said that if the end result was satisfactory, the duration of

the renewed MFA could be for a period of five years, thus permitting sufficient

time for industrial restructuring.
20. Replies by the spokesman for the EEC to certain of the comments made on his

statement at a later stage in the discussion are contained in paragraphs 87-89.

21. The representative of the United Kingdom on behalf of Hong Kong regretted

that several participants saw problems only on the import side. The Committee

should be concerned with the avoidance of disruption of trade both on the import

and export side, and this called for protracted negotiation by both sides to

reach a consensus. In his opinion, the present MFA was unbalanced, in favour of

developed importing countries, but Hong Kong could live with it. The existing

Arrangement should thus be renewed in its present form without any further delay.

Proposals for redressing the imbalance in the Arrangement could nevertheless be

considered.

22. Commenting on certain points raised by the spokesman for the EEC, he referred

to the objectives of the Arrangement which were expected to be met, and said that

these certainly could not be met if imports were to be stabilized at the levels of

1976. Such a roll-back would also defeat the objective of Article 1:2. He

further expressed concern about the implication that newcomers, a concept which

was not defined, caused market disruption, and about the reference to an

unspecified action the EEC right take to attain stabilization in the event that
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bilateral agreements were not successfully concluded. He asked for clarification

on these points and wondered if the Community could adopt any measures of their

liking regardless of international rules. If this was the view of the EEC, then

what confidence could developing exporting countries have in their bilateral and

multilateral relations with the Community. With regard to the protection accorded

exporting countries in paragraph 1(c) of Annex B, this was necessary because

exporting countries were et the mercy of importing countries, the latter being in

a position to decide on their own when to make requests for consultations. Thus,

the question of whether or not the reference period referred to in paragraph 1(a)

was favourable did not arise.

23. On the issue of market disruption, he felt that most of the elements referred

to by the Community's spokesman were inscribed in the present instrument, and

while low price was one of these elements it could not, by itself, be taken as a

basis for a claim that the market was being disrupted. Likewise, import penetra-

tion by itself was meaningless in determining a situation of market disruption

since such a situation could only occur if there was domestic production. Further-

more, he quoted inter alia COM.TEX/SB/196 to show that per capita imports into

certain developed countries were accounted for mostly by imports from other

developed countries. This had a bearing on the equitable distribution of import

opportunities which the EEC had referred to as necessary. He observed that the

so-called equitable distribution of export opportunities was to be achieved at the

expense of the developing countries. Reverting to the theory of cumulative market

disruption, he pointed out that Article 3 of the MFA referred to particular

products from particular sources, which might be taken as meaning a collection of
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sources. The Article also allowed exporting countries, when asked to restrain, to

exercise their right in requiring evidence that they were contributing to that

particular disruption and were therefore one of the particular sources. Article 3

did not sanction action against suppliers selected at the whim of importing

countries.

24. Referring to the EEC request that the provisions of Annex B, paragraph 1(b)

should not be invoked against the Community, especially by the large exporting

countries, he noted that what the Community was asking for was that a specific

provision in the MFA should.be ignored in bilateral negotiations. However, in

bilateral negotiations under Article 4 the two partners were expected to seek a

mutually acceptable solution and, in so doing, one could of course not exclude the

possibility of a reasonable departure from particular elements, provided that the

outcome was one which met the criteria set out in Article 4 in that the agreement

on overall terms was more liberal than the measures provided for in Article 3.

25. On the question of handloom textiles. he said that the Community's spokesman

had, in his view, gone quite a way beyond the provisions of Article 12:3. with

regard to the question of the composition of the TSB, he pointed out that the

answer probably did not lie in enlarging it but perhaps ina rcorganization, in

particular with regard to the three permanent seats none of which were assigned to

important textiIe exporters from developing countries. Finally, as regards the

reference to MFA members which were not contracting parties, he noted that while

the Comnunity as such was a member of the MFA, it was not as such a contracting

party to the GATT.

26. The representative of Japan observed that the Arrangement was basically sound

and had provided a framework for international co-operation between the textile

exporting and importing countries. He said that if the Committee failed in the
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task of extending it, then the trading community might find itself in a chaotic

situation without any framework at all for international co-operation in textile

trade. In this respect, he reiterated the point that an early conclusion was

essential for the stabilization and orderly development of textile trade after

1977. He urged participants to follow a constructive and co-operative approach in

order to narrow the divergent views and thus arrive at a solution with regard to

the implementation of the MFA, acceptable to both the exporting and importing

countries. Proposals for amendments, whether by the exporting side or the

importing side, could lead to a far-reaching debate which might not result in any

tangible conclusions by the expiry date of the existing MFA. He therefore appealed

to all participants that they should be realistic and avoid confrontation by

renewing the Arrangement without any textual changes.

27. Commenting on certain points raised by the spokesman for the EEC, he said

that in essence these centred upon how to cope with market disruption caused by

imports from the developing countries. While recognizing the major concerns of

the EEC, he recalled the basic objectives of the MFA as set out in paragraphs 2 and

3 of Article 1. With regard to the idea of cumulative market disruption, his

delegation was seriously concerned that restrictive measures could be introduced

in an abusive manner in relation to this concept, which did not appear to be com-

patible with the existing provisions, especially paragraph 2 of Article 3, and

paragraph 3 of Article 6. The main EEC suggestions concerning stabilization of

rates of market penetration for certain products were not, in the view of his

delegation, justified in the light of the basic principles of the MFA, among them

the principle of limiting only imports of the countries causing market disruption.
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28. He believed that an improvement of the situation for newcomers could be

achieved in a. manner different from the EEC roll-back proposal, which was also

not justified under the MFA.He further believed that an exclusive reliance on

the price factor in determining market disruption could lead to an unacceptable

application of restrictive measures unintended by the MFA. In the Japanese view,

the present provisions of the MFAwere not only basically sound but emminently

sensible. He saw no need for increasing the membership of the TSB. With regard

to the period of extension, he thought that a three-year extension could be

acceptable to all parties concerned.

29. The representative of Brazil observed that the MFA, like its predecessor the

LTA, was a derogation from the General Agreement. It had been accepted in view

of the unsatisfactory situation of world textile trade and on the clear under-

standing, as spelled out in Article 1:2, that there would be an expansion of world

trade and that the barriers thereto would be progressively removed while, at the

same time, ensuring the orderly and equitable development of such trade. Although

the situation, and thus the justification for such a derogation had changed, his

country was still not opposed to an immediate prolongation of the Arrangement in

its present form. If the prolongation, however, involved the introduction of new

restrictions which were a further derogation from GATT, then his country would

prefer to scrap the MFA and be content wïith the GATT itself. He associated himself

with the statement by the representative of the United Kingdom on behalf of Hong

Kong, and went on to state that, in his view, the EEC had failed to establish any

meaningful correlation between the difficult economic and social problems referred

to, and the increase in importsfor the purpose of Articles 2, 3 and 4. If the

EEC had approached countries bilaterally, it would have been required of it to use
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the criteria of Annex A of the MFA to prove, in a legal sense and not only through

statistical date,that market disruption existed. An increase in imports alone

could not be held as a determining factor in itself, according to Annex A, but

uamage must demonstrably be caused by the factors set out in paragraph II of

Annex A, and not by factors such as technological change or change in consumer

preferences.

30. He observed that it was widely known that the major difficulties in the

cotton industry in developed countries stemmed from the increasing competition

from man-made fibres; this constituted probably the greatest single factor

affecting the Community's cotton industry. He recalled that the concept of market

share was to be found in the MFA, but not the concept of market penetration.

Furthermore, a valid comparison in order to establish market penetration should

not be importeof say, cotton textiles as compared to cotton textiles production/

consumption in the importing country, but rather imports of such cotton textiles

in relation overall textile production/consumption in the importing country.

This would take account of the important fact of increasing interchangeability of

natural and man-made fibre textiles.

I1. The representativeof Switzerland stated that his country's position was to

renew the MFAbecause in their experience the Arrangement, as it stood, corres-

ponded totheneedsof international trade in textiles despite serious economic

difficulties. Moreover,irwas essential that the international trading community

was informed, without delay,about the fate of international co-operation in this

field. He believed that since the EEC had suggested a renewal for five years, it

would be worthwhile working from the starting point that there would be such an

Arrangement and that, therefore, one should make a distinction between problems of
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an accidental and of a more permanent nature. In so doing, this would foster a

sense of co-responsibility on both sides as opposed to unilateral actions. Also,

conscious of the fact that certain improvements could be made in certain previsions,

such as those relating to base period and growth rate as specified in Annex B,his

delegation would fully co-operate in any discussion to this end.

32. He pointed out that renegotiations of these provisions should not in any way

jeopardize the delicate balance of rights and obligations of exporting and

importing countries, and that the application of any new provisions should be

restricted to very exceptional and well-defined circumstances. In order to ensure

the smooth flow of international trade, it seemed fundamental to clarify, in a

definite way, the relationship between the MFA and Article XIX of the GeneraI

Agreement. In his opinion as soon as provisions aimed at governing a sector of

trade were agreed upon, these should be the only ones applicable to this sector.

With regard to the TSB, he stated that alimited membership would fostertean

spirit and fa ilitate the tasks this body should carryout in implementing the

Arrangement.

33. The representative of Austria reiteratedanumber of problems connected with

the implementation of the Arrangement. The roll-back period specified in AnnexB

was particularly adverse for : îitries with a sharp and substantial increase in

imports, in many cases over a very short periodof time, and with a high degree of

import penetration. As arule,market disruption could not be eliminated as such

a situation had been perpetuated because it was mandatory apply levels set out

in Annex B without taking lateaccount the cumulative effect of imports and the

degree of import penetration. This problem might be solved either by extending the

roll-back period from twelve months to twenty-four or thirty -six months, orby

applying paragraph 1(c) of Annex B to importing countriesalso. Furthermore, because
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of the problem of additional shipments, paragraph 1(a) of Annex B should be inter-

preted to the effect that the level of actual exports might be taken as a basis for

the calculation of the roll-back period's level only after relevant import

statistics were not available.

34. He also suggested that in order to avoid the extinction of domestic production,

a lower growth rate than 6 per cent should be allowed if the level to be increased

was a comparatively high one or, if there were clear grounds for holding that the

situation of market disruption or actual threat or risk thereof would recur if the

uniform growth rate was implemented. Another difficulty arose when favourable

treatment, by way of growth rates and base levels, was requested by small suppliers

and new entrants into a market already dominated by large suppliers, and with a

high cumulative import penetration. While maintaining that the objectives of

Article 6:2 should remain valid, he suggested that certain flexibility be applied,

for instance an inverse relationship between the degree of market penetration,

already reached by imports from dominant suppliers, and the size of export levels

and growth rates for small suppliers and new entrants.

35. Referring to circumvention of the Arrangement by trans-shipment, ongoing

shipments and false certificates of origin; he felt that the respective procedural

provisions of Article 8 should be interpreted in a way which would not allow losses

of time. Accordingly, the importing country should be authorized to take interim

measures of the kind provided for in Article 3:6, while at the same time bringing

the matter to the attention of the TSB. He pointed out that in the absence of any

definite period of time for the opening or the termination of consultations under

Article 4 there were long delays in the conclusion of bilateral agreements. He

suggested, therefore, that the time-limit set out in Article 3 should equally apply

in relation to negotiations under Article 4.
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36. In conclusion, he said that his delegation believed that these suggestions did

not necessarily require a change of the present Arrangement, but could be met by

firm understandings or interpretations among participating countries. His

delegation fully supported a prolongation of the Arrangement for at least another

five years.

37. The representative of Mexico urged participating, countries to make serious

efforts with a view to reaching a mutually acceptable solution to the current

problems which, in fact were interrelated. His delegation favoured, in this

spirit, theMFAbegn£ extended withoum-,odilat.ci, . nowrithstandingt'he fact that

the devoping e cxportg ,; countries wera -lso dissatisfiewithicer`'tnip rovisions

of thA Lrrangement, as evidence by the pointsaii.sebyIv them which giliiCghted

vyr" serious and presnirg probms. Ref fng.7 inter aa e. to theahdndiafflts

Drobmer, he said thatfi' such products reprnremuned to ba ? fractioo cf exports

om nan-medc textiles, thiw ould further miLit the w ;pp Portunitieo cf wor for

:poDle who sfe1'red doubly fm r. notebng q alulifiedo work.! im rore technical

occupations and who were thpo coresel*men:xt othep polutiaion,

38. mo2mentger on the opoD-laap-ut f fo ward by the EE',ZC ehu dmaeht-folcilowgnt

points in addition to those da.byBr HogKgaild,Jzil ,wnwchonranppoaan, hicb he suuvaorted.

nthe Arrlegement w negotiated, the conceptopmarkefat.ds W1IC concO-.cf mar.kct dis-

one widely ha:ya':-nO.d a-.0oZt`meSe1'bdéhe drénS(,s eirno huaCt dri1raer.

oC the hat oveoloactd t, namalypcint t:.cd he f1bsorsialerce,an tllû suostant:.1

innvelee, these fartor-Coulre o1vve a mdtnc;tctrs cd nct bc sep-;trated. Cu4u-

ed ive me MFt, neruhtion was noi ? ntio.io in thc ':A r.:it.er was the Ldea that

h grow thin cvCpoMmMrots sIo.ldsion in 13t 'itit'r r:osptin. .nciuicn

ofe wiuely rencgnieed socsp inasollis. n w:L thd dia co r cen ,snh.5o

order1- deopenthe enti textie traoe] and wouldri!2 tirc, e concept cr the

.ultifibre Arran>e ent.
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39. He also noted that not all the increase in imports came from developing

countries and yet measures were systematically taken against them. He thought

a three-year extension might be the most reasonable one, in view of the develop-

ment of trade in this sector. In respect to the composition of the TSB, he said

that present distribution of membership, though not ideals, should be kept.

Participants should commit themselves in such a way as to strengthen the TSB and

stimulate it to take even more specific decisions which should be implemented in

full by all parties.

40. The representative of the United States welcomed the fact that the EEC was

prepared to move ahead with all deliberate speed on the renewal of the MFA. In

view of the Arrangement's contribution to international trade in textiles and the

fact that such trade needed the certainty which would be provided by a prompt

resolution of the issue, all participants should make a concerted effort to conclude

the renewal question as soon as possible. He recalled that, for its part, the

United States was prepared to accept five-year renewal of the MFA in its present

form. Some purely technical chances such as in Article 16 would have to be made,

but there was no need, in his view, for any substantive changes. After having

consulted actively with other participants his delegation felt that MFA extension

without chance was not only desirable but entirely possible. The MFA had worked

better than most might have had anticipated.

41. He welcomed the statement of the EEC that it was not seeking formal amend-

ments to the MFA,and in this regard he associated himself with the remarks made by

other delegations that the MFA was a compromise, and that it should be extended as

presently written with the expectation that rational application of all its

provisions would solve the problems of both importing and exporting countries.
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With regard to forestalling, he believed both exporting and importing countries

should make every possible effort to respond promptly, as the present MFA required,

to requests for consultations. He reiterated the point that the proper and, indeed,

only framework in which problems could be ironed out in a pragmatic way was in

bilateral discussions held under the provisions of, and encouraged by the MFA.

Finally, referring to the composition of the TSB,he expressed the view that the

present manning of the Body constituted an efficient workable number.

42. The representative of India welcomed the fact that the Community at last had

obtained its mandate but noted that this was based entirely on happenings in the

Community markets arising out of the recession. In this connexion, he wondered

whether itwas proper to put the entir blame imports and recalled that recession

had hit hard exporting countries' textiles industries too. Besides 105 mills which

had been closed in India and had had to be taken under State management, as many as

forty mills were still in serious difficulties. In addition, there were vast areas

of unemployment arisinrg out of large numbers of handloom and power looms being put

out of operation. The cumulative effects of the EEC's proposals would be one of

making, the MFAan unduly protectionist Arrangement. He felt confident that social

distress in all countries could be avoided even within the present framework of the

MFA because, if the willtoappreciate mutual problems was there, expedient

solutions couldalways be found for temporary problems without breaking the

structure of the MFA.

43. While the broad aim behind a separate arrangement for textiles was to ensure

that a better redistribution of world textile resources might be achieved over time,

the reality had been unfortunately different. This very same instrument had become

a charter for denying access to the markets of the developed countries of an almost
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comprehensive range of textile products. Restraints were invariably anilateral,

abrupt, and untimely from exporters' points of view but well timed for the importers.

There had been violations of some principles of the MFA.A large-scale dislocation

and consequent distress to a large multitude of workers had resulted. The

Committee should not forget that while the Sixties gave some streaks of hope to

the developing world, the consistent happenings during the Seventies had increased

its frustration and disillusionment.

44. He observed that in the present attempt to restructure the MFA, there seemed

to be a distinct trend of discrimination against developing countries as contrasted

with developed countries. Statistics indicated that restraints had become a

vehicle of improving market access to products from developed countries rather

than promoting industry or employment in the developing countries. In almost every

single case it could be established that the displacement of India's trade was

designed to only benefit certain other third countries, usually developed. While

applying restraints, care should therefore be taken to sure that products from

developed countries, especially when they had a higher market share, should be

restrained first before the products of developing countries were restrained. This

should be regardless of any considerations of regional economic groupings or price

differentials. If there was noassurance that market share be taken into account,

he would suggest textual amendments. Too much importance should not be given to

the low price criterion. If this was not possible, he would suggest amendment for

deleting the price factor totally. By virtue of the higher cost of production in

the developed countries there was an urge on the part of manufacturers to move

towards products of higher added value leaving the lower end of the trade more and

more to bo taken by imports.
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45. Restraints should not be induced by marketpenetration; the market share

should be the basic criterion and restraints should be envisaged strictly in terms

of market disruption by the particular product from the particular country in the

market of the importing country. Circumstances permitting imposition of unilateral

restraints which was spelt out in the MFA should be an exception rather than the

rule. In the imposition ofunilateral restraints. exporting countries should be

allowed to regulate the flow of products covered by the restraint rather than

leave it to the importing country. If such assurances were not forthcoming, he

would suggest textual amendments. With regard to the request for broader base

periods, he recalled that the pattern had been for importing countries to keep

statistical surveillance, under which a smaller base affected exporters most.

Base periods should also be representative of the exporting country's capacity and

request for consultations should not be made when,due to cyclical fluctuations,

the export levels had flattened out and were abnormal.

46. Stabiliz.i.tion e.t 197L levels i ôc: ed sugested sizL.able cut-backs and sub-

stantial dro-s in exr.-ort icvels. The rates cf ,roe.th indicated in the MFA, which

were thcmsel«-es eoo low. should n'lOt. be diluted further. h&wevcer if in the

existing circumstances, tùhe absorption cf a ssecifAiec. -roduct -at normal rgtes of

gro-ew-ih was likely to cause oproblems of social an` economic distress to the

iwo7-tine countr-is, suitable r rî;inai ad5ust;?.ents celcr always be discussed

bila.terall)y,r,îc:r could b- mad- u at a-. iatcr ti-e scie as te ensure that the

overall -ro.rth, over a tir-e span, wTais neot allo7ewD( tc deteriorate; thesc- sugges-

tions should. net affect The structure:-fof'hei-i'r.nement. The desire for r. loweor

growth rete was alse rinconsis tent wzith A.rticie . l3Dnd i wh' ich ci.ll:d for

industrial adjustrient in such a w-:y tt, th- countries in qu-estion should rmve
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progressively into more viable sectors of the economy thus providing increased

access to developing countries. HIe was inclined, therefore, to suggest that

restraints should be at levels of :best performance rather than ;recent

performance;'. He would also be prepared to examine closer the concept of differen-

tial growth rates.

47. On the question of handlooms and the interpretation cf Article 12:3, he warned

that a :needle and thread approach` would radiate back on the production of hand-

loom fabrics itself which, in turn, would mean a grave setback i. the destinies of

the ten million handloom weaving population whose actual wage levels were far

below poverty levels. Wl!en the E'C mentioned that the fabrics must be woven on

hand- or foot-operated loomss he found this surprising in light of the definition

which had been specifically included in the bilateral agreement between the EEC

and India. This bilateral agreement stipulated tha-t `the motive power is provided

entirely by the operators, i.e. the threc primary movements of weaving, viz.

shedding, picking and beatin-, are irnduced by hand or fot and no other source of

power is used'. .he suggestion that in the absence of certifying arrangements

handloom products should be deemed to be covered by the :Æ9 wculd itself provide

a safety valve for inducin- irumortinr countries to avoid the conclusion of certi--

fication arrangements. These pronositiions were totally Inacceptable and he noted

in this connexion that Article 12-3 was Perhnps the only article in the MFA which

lifted the Arrnzen-ent ta rn <arproxi-Lation of the conditions for a new international

order. If a vTi1lingness toD give faithful observance to this Article was not forth--

coming, 'ne would ba inclined to suggest, textual menébrÂents for deleting restric-

tionist appelations li;:e the '-rcds hand-rnad(».
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4O. Rc-ferrin., to recent c.uer,,ency, actions, he went on to say that if countries

resortedc more and more to action outsid.e the I;therc would be no ntnced for

continuing the Arrancerient. If derot.ations from the GATT were goin, ta further

increase, his dele,;nation would tprefer protection under the C-.TrV rather than the

iFA. Onlly when solutions throuGh th, b-FA -er . tried cnC' found ineffective should

solutions outsidW it be souht, and then thcy should be subject to scrutiny by

the TSB and the- Textiles Committee. If such an Assurance vas not forthcoming,

India would suggest an =uenJirent of Article 1:0 to rule out resort ta ,Article XIX

actions. In conclusion., h. strcsse. the nEed for ^li particiçpting countries to

strengthen thomultilateral surveillance machinery. The TSD had fulfilled a very

desirable rble irn the imiplementation cf the rranrement. It should not> however.

merely look into coe.Dlairi-ts but also proviaà a self-supervisory mechanism by

whichn; all bil-ateral arrangements. formal or infor.il, should be subject tc

scrutiny as to their conormity ta t.he principles OI' thc T:P.4.Thc structure

should be suitably strengthened for thLis purpos.-,

49. Th: recresent.wtive 0f Prikis-tar- pointec3. oe h.t th!_ effect of the suggestions

proroscd by t-lhe I:,'C wou].id not bc` in th_ dirL;c u~cr of libt-riization, notwith-

st,àndin_ its cdeclarc(1 znherence to this ttLctin. -.7ith r;:zrd ta tre ,FA

objcctivcs, sais delegation s-a a ibcrsic conflict, in berticu1ar*. between thca

objectivc- of ; 0f of ttnr:and thX concrt cfonFmark-et disruotion . This

coriflict wculd b- ,;rzvated if th.t ne.w inter-ire+tirtîon cf the 1-".ter conccpt

given by the Con±t and tnc Procsals to frlez( istores et 1976 lt\rL-ls , wc re

accepted. Unless this b'.^sic conflict wa-s rsclve; the provisions of the v$X

would rermain uncert2ir, -rnd rarÀbie;uous. Conse ';.ntlry the rights brndb arC.;finin,
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position of exporting countries under the PIFA would remain uncertain, weak, and.

at the complete mercy of the imnportin- countries. He pointed ont that the effect

of the inherent imbalances and inequities in the FTA, as between thc inporting

and exportinbj countries., was that the exportin;; countries had no rea1 negotiating

position in bilateral negotiations., either under Article 3 or under Article 4.

In fact, all restrictions imposed on tho exports of the pcarticipatinG developing

countries, whether under Articles 2, 3 or 4 of the l were, in the final

analysis., of a ur.ilateral nature.

50. While appreciating& the TSB institution., he remarked that even verdicts from

this Body in favour of exportingf countries did not solvc> their problems, because

decisions of the TSs were acceptable to the importing cowutries orly if they were

in their favour. In vicw of thesE; shortco.minrs, his del7cation adhered to the

conclusion that the MTA had failed to rrovidj adequate protection for the rights

and interests of tho tar'ticipatin- exrortinL; countrie-. In fact, certain late
dcvelo;pments ith reg2r1t to the >hasi-:g cut of residual restrictions in the ZEC

followed by the ille-al rnir.iwosiTion within three o..nnths. by on2 member State

and other -measures adopted by another, halc given addecd reasons tc this belief.

51. In conclusion: ne stnateci that, invniew of ;hc fact that textile exports

constituted one third Of its total export carriîn;,s P-akistan could net agre-e to

any further arrowsm lrown in its access tc devc'loped markets. his deleg-tion was

firy.ly of the view that if the 1EUU was to scrvs ary useful purpose in the future.,

in so far as thxL in-tercsts of th.-e participatinegexprtin. countries were concerned,

some of its p-rovnsions would have te bt r.oîfLied or amended in orcer to mnlke the

,;rran.3emcEnt more bEl1anc#d a.1d equitD.ble. If it was rf&e more restrictive Pa-istan

would much rather go back. to the GAT5?frCl.îT5ork than bc: restricted undcr the Y-rF.
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5.. 7hne representative of Swedvn. spiakinC or behalf of the Nordic coul)nùries,

,Ts of thE .view thiat the ZLA had crtl-.f.ulsfu1 basis for i. terr.:;tioral

cc-ojceratiorn oetwerI'xporting anc. iüiiortirnL. cour.bries. r7h Arrar<,i'cnt ex-r .sss

the poincifl cf liberaliatior cf trdci and its coroll-ry , the interrationrl
division of labour whickt, in their couYntries over thE l.st decades had, ;?.s 2a

matter of policy, led tc a accectarce of a shrinkin; textile sdctor and -'

shiftingZ of resources to other imlore competitive industries. To let this process

take placu at an acceptabIl pacte without causirn ha:oc in importinE and exporting

countriLs vas still an esscntiIr-2l rô1 for an 'At thn ser-. time. howt-vQr, it

iu-csz bc able to fulfil this rôle adequately in ra;;idly changing circu=.staLncos.

whilee a substantial increase in tie exportation from devreloping countries h`

taken place Jurin; the existence of the ;:FA, th, distribution of tiie increa-se

betwee-n exortinz: countries had been urieveln because therFi ir nrfctice-fvoured

t. dor.inant establishcc1. sutpl1irs.

53. He went -)n to stress tat teX m( +t siG;nificarlt tr. d in textile i,-crts vas

th'e st-e-p risc in low pricc i.îports which -..ad trir1 betweer.: 170 an 1975., whilc

imports fro- developed cour-tries haci c:îoublod.. in t'; sai.:u -Priod. Sucl-. figures

hid an even greaterr growth in t`nhose: vcry rW Sc.ncitivtitv-c s or. which the i;.,icrt

g-rowzth.n -v- s cucnclntrat«d.. nc. rn?.dc it evickfn. tilat, th.e connect of cuinulative-

mar::et &isrupl__;u v-as L r nalOflo. 1k: .;rirtic inc3.ustriZ.s cf the Crxlc

countries which. suppi'.ed sont 3 rr c;nt of mnes rkrK+ts twt.nty-five yc-..rs a

i.ad sirce then gone threouUI. a croc.sz cf cnsirkrablc structural adjustm.enrt and

were nov at a? level wfere it s Th.Aflr3 rw-ccssaryf for pclitic-'. social ana

c-conoric reasons, to -ut 1hnlt to its co.-tinuin<,dismartlini. -?nhis Wa.S b' ii.-,

achi(ved by co.r ;;rcut V-frît:; cf i-1v rn 1 :.ircs, itii izï,:rrt rt:str:int

rn.ly -,-s '')_.cZ t" r -;.1;: .Sl, v . ( ,'tr'
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54. The 17,ordic countries appreciazed that theNF. irn its A',rticle 1:2,

acknowledged that special regard should be given to the avoidance of damage to

their minimum viable -,roduction of textiles. Tha operraticnall parts of the

ArrainQemrnt e-choed this principle specifically in Annex B. in r.ard to -rowth

rates, but it was as important thaL it must apply also to other operational parts

of the ArranZement, wherever this was lorical as, for instance, xnrex A which was

designed to give Zuidance in determ.îining market disruption or actual threat ther

thereof. ï.îhile its paradrtephs I and II enurierated a series of factors which

should be considered, An::.e. alsv acknowle&ed tht. difficulty of deter.mining,

exactly, in a11 situations, thie Th.ctors causin- -irk:-t-iruption. l'or countries

with a very hi,-h imnport penetration it mi;;ht bc ir)ossibli to sustain a sharp

arid substantial increase in imports of a particular ro-.uct fram a particularr

source. Annex A di. not- however, -iddress itsJlf to this kLini. o' situation, but

to market disruption situations oa a different 7iemd in :a.ct., far less serious

character. ;his was cr.l.- natural .nca th-Dse -z' baer thc normal -arket

disruption situ.ticzns in inost iricucrtin.-countries. Ir. 'hc ?.ordic countries,

however, a f'ea norc -dvaïicec iisruï)tivc, situratioci w.s thi rule ratth-r than

the exception.

55. i-ie pointed out that in th. c7i;e oa WOdcnl i. ws vital to n;.aint3i.in a n.inim

viable production czpac-ity for f'.,-fenct ard errlry rCas ans. nherro jr. the

case of countries ha-,irL« sriall ".-rRdts. a low levzl fo dorcstic production, - n

exceptionoj1l- hi;b-h lvXl af iSi-orts shculd be rirrid -.s , factor ir. the deter-

mination of market disrutption cr rnl risk tncro. ,iaweçv,.r, th2y L-und it

increasingly difficult, prti CU ai'i irn thé ?S.. to find rJca--r.ition in pract-ce

for what they considered ta br ca-oi-dcd to thz in ..r._ 2&i.catt set Of bnalances

anu counttrbal.nnce-> which thet'-JY r-r1rsernt-.c
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56. Referring to other shortcomings. he said thatthe twlve-month period for

dtermining: base levels was .c. short and suggested that it shoud be set at

thirty-six or possibly twenty-four months. Importing courtries should also have

the right to refer to abnormal circumstances in determing the reference periods.

Import figures should be relevant and decisive in determining the base levels.

Time-limits for consultations laid down in Article 3 should also be applied in

the case of requests under Article 4. With regard to the TSB, he said that it

would perhaps be easier to keep this Body balanced and, broadly representative

if the mebership was slightly increased, Referring to some recent experience

by Sweden, he cautioned that efforts at conciliation by the TSB which would result

in such disruptive effects on trade, should be avoided.

57. On the question of the need for an agreed definition of handIoom products,

the Nordic countries took exactlj- the sanie position as the IEC, both as regarus

tihe scoive and deoinitiencf 2Ati1- 12:3. -.r :n;- -: th*; >~.^ moviions

stressiî-.. the i--uîrtanee on' eitr c-m-£ -_:ercrv * hc :-ai that t.lhis coreept

was one of the pir5,rincirles urnderlying the QÏ systerr-, to which the îM,'A

belo:,eC and, tnerefor, Îi. was with secia: i:tcrest that lhe noted the

suc--estiont - .the '-'C that Arnnex B b.i:htbe rodified to allow redistributi)i; 'ri

ouoÙas froe.;r:r.cical suppliers so as tc iiv.c more roor. for newcom.C-rs. ihi

su--;estioii ie .te onotigrX-o" a very~dff-iCuU St Oi probienis such as ho.

rooL: ccal& be raaue for :evcomcrs when, boccause cf th neded to protect miniruL

viable production. an overall' increase oiof ;rice ir.n1orts was hardly possible.
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58. In conclusion,he stated that although the MFA was a delicately balanced

instrument, it might need some adjustment, at least in its application, corres-

ponding to changed circumstances. Experience had shown that however balanced and

delicate, the MFA had not functioned well enough, at least not to their expecta-

tion. They were willingto see the Arrangement continue provided there was a

satisfactory assurance as to the necessary adjustments in application which would

be to the benefitof all present and future members.

59. The representative of Canada stated that while the Arrangement was a useful

instrument for dealing with textile trade problems, in its present form it had

proved to be inadequate to meet the problems of his country. Not only had it

failed, generally, to provide a better balance of advantages between importing

and exporting countries, but serious difficulties had also been experienced with

the implementation of specific provisions of the Arrangement. He recalled that

Canada was the world's third largest importer of textiles, with 1975 imports per

capita from all countries more than twice those of the EEC, approximately

three-and-a-half times those of the United States,and more than five times those

of Japan. In 1975, Canada's deficit in textiles trade exceeded $1 billion. His

Government attached considerable importance to the maintenance of a viable industry

which, at present, provided more than 12 per cent of the employment opportunities

in Canada's manufacturing sector.

60. Real difficulties now faced Canada's clothing industry due to disruptive

factors. Among the options open to it was the conclusion of bilateral agreements

with those partners determined to be causing serious injury. The current provisions

of the MFA made it difficult to do so, and this emphasized the need for an amended

and more flexible Arrangement. Noting that Canada and the Community had a number
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of problems in common his delegation'sview was that solutions that wereavailable

to deal with such problems must be available to all. If this situation did not

prevail,it would be difficult to forecast where developments might lead. As

regards the changes that should be made to the Arrangement, he mentioned that the

base period provisions of Annex B were not responsive to the problems of Canada

with high levels of import penetration and frequent sharp increases in imports in

spite of a fall in domestic demand. He drew attention to the statutory procedure

in Canada whereby application of restrictions was preceded by a public enquiry to

determine injury; this had led to sharp increases in imports. His delegation

therefore saw the need for more flexible and representative base period provisions.

Greater balance and flexibility in the provisions of AnnexB:1(a) or (c) could

also reduce the practice of introducing restraints prematurely in an effort to

head off potentially disruptive increases in import levels.

61. There was also a need for greater flexibility in the application of the

rules relating to growth rates. The interpretationthata minimum of 6 per cent

growth was required in bilateral agreements, regardless of the level of import

penetration or the capacity of the market to absorb further imports, had fre-

quently caused unnecessary conflicts. Moreover, there was a need to improve

growth opportunities for smaller exporters and new entrants with only nominal

shares of the import market. In the Canadian view, changes in the provisions of

Annex B which would encourage the application of differential growth rates deserved

close attention. He suggested a sliding scale formula or a differential growth

rate based on inverse relationship to levels of import penetration,which would

also entail larger growth rates to smaller exporters and lower rates to large ones.

Similarly, it appeared incongruous to be required to grant generous swing and

carry-over/carry-forward in those circumstances where substantial growth rates

could not reasonably be envisaged.
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62. Referring to the question of cumulative market disruption, he suggested that

the problem could be solved by rewording Article 3.2 so as to clearly spell out the

injurious effects of cumulative disruption, or by clearly recognizing this in

Article 1:2, or in Annex A. He also suggested that difficulties arising from the

first and last sentences of Article 3:8, which contradicted each other, might be

avoided by inserting the word "unilateral" at the beginning of the first sentence.

He further recalled that Canada's experience with the TSB had reinforced its view

that in a renewed MFA there must be some basic changes in the way in which it

functioned and was composed. Departures should not be made from the normal GATT

rules of consensus and the MFA should continue to respect GATT rights and

obligations of all contracting parties which were also members of the MFA. Canada

saw the MFA as a derogation from the GATT to be used only sparingly, while GATT,

embodying Articles XIX and XIII which provided safeguard measures on a

non-discriminatory basis, remained the basic instrument for dealing with all

problems of trade. As the MFA was evolved to deal with market disruption

originating from selective sources Canada made use of it only selectively, where

market disruption and injury to domestic industry had been determined. In this

sense,additional trade measures referred to in Article 9:1 of the Arrangement did

not include measures taken under the GATT and could not therefore appropriately be

discussed by the TSB. Article 11:1 required balanced and broadly representative

membership, but due to lack of rotation and allocation of permanent seats to larger

countries, there was no such balance. In concluding his remarks, he joined the

view that the Arrangement should be as equitable as possible. He therefore hoped

that the deliberations would result in an Arrangement sufficiently flexible to

allow Canada to deal with the problems encountered by its textile and clothing

industry.



63. The representative of Egypt saw the Arrangement as a frameworkfor the

liberalization of international trackin textiles. This was all the more so because

of its close link with the on-going multilateral trade negotiations, under which

elements like tariffs and GSP were also to be considered for the future harmonious

development of textile trade of the developing countries.His delegation favoured

an extension of the Arrangement without any modifications; this did not mean,

however, that Egypt as an exporting developing country was satisfied with the

Arrangement. He recalled that during the negotiations, developing countries had

asked for a growth rate of 10 per cent but finally 6 per cent had been accepted as

a minimum. Records would also show that developing exporting countries had

repeatedly expressed their dissatisfaction at the way the Arrangement was originally

drafted and later implemented. Thus,all parties to the Arrangement had problems,
but if every participant introduced amendments, interpretations, or understandings

to meet its own problems then no frameworkwould beworkable internationally. In

this connexion, he pointed outthat the problems of industrialized countries were

of a short-term nature whereas those of developing countries were of a permanent

and structural kind, in addition to the fact that the recession had hit them in a

far more acute and adverse manner. It was regrettable that no serious efforts had

been made in importing countries to restructure their economies so as to provide

increased access to developing countries.

64. He also recalled that, in spite of the fact that the GATT would not allow the

maintenance, on a more or less permanent basis, of discriminatory quantitative

restrictions of the kind permitted under the MFA, developing countries had adhered

to the Arrangement because, in return, they had secured advantages such as growth
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rates, an effective multilateral surveillance machinery and objective criteria to

determine the existence of market disruption. Ironically, these were the main

targets for attack by the Community. With regard to the functions of the TSB, he

said that it was clearly stated in Article 11 of the Arrangement, that it was a

standing surveillance Body which was called upon to make recommendations that

participants should endeavour to accept in full. Conciliation was not its principal

function, but when the TSB could take on a task of conciliation, which had been done

in many cases, this was and could only be a product of surveillance. The functions

of this independent and impartial Body ought to be strengthened, for instance by

replacing the best endeavour requirement of Article 11:8 by a commitment to accept

recommendations from the TSB as binding with immediate effect. The main reason for

the imbalance in the TSB, he said, derived from the undue weight given to permanent

members for whom it was easier than for others to maintain continuity in

representation through the use of full-time experts. The interests of developing

countries had suffered due to insufficient representation, and the lack of continuity

because of the rotation of members.

65. The representative of Korea recalled that many delegations from developing

exporting countries had expressed a growing dissatisfaction over the fact that the

MFA had not brought about a reduction of barriers and the progressive liberalization

of textile trade. Even when the inflow of textiles from developed countries had

played a decisive rôle in causing disruptive effects, it was only products from

developing countries which had been subjected to import restrictions. However, as

the Arrangement had provided certain standards and procedures for orderly growth,

his country favoured its extension. He reiterated the objective of the Tokyo

Declaration reflected in the preamble of the MFA to secure additional benefits for
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the international trade of developing countries and stressed that the social,

economic and political impact of trade restrictions caused, by far, the most

serious problems to developing countries.

66. Referring to the points made by the spokesman for the Community, he pointed out

that the EEC's external trade deficit in textiles was not solely the result of

imports from developing countries, but rather from developed countries. As to the

objectives of the Arrangement, he observed that while those relating to the avoidance

of disruptive effects had been somewhat achieved with the frequent recourse to

Article 3 measures, other objectives such as progressive liberalization had not been

attained as yet. The EEC's request for stabilization of imports at 1976 levels for

products with a so-called very high market penetration was not acceptable to his

delegation as, in its view, this was designed to divide developing exporting

countries, to bring them under importers' rule, andto widen the gap between developed

and developing countries. The provision of Annex B:1(c) was quite balanced in view

of the fact that the measures set forth in Article 3 were sufficient to safeguard

the interests of importing countries. Any attempt not to recognize the provisions

of Annex B, paragraph 1, should be regarded as a scheme to diminish or negate the

growth rate. He also stressed that factors including a sharp and substantial

increase of imports of particular products from particular sources, would have to

be taken into account when determining market disruption, and that all the relevant

facts should be provided by the importing countries in the bilateral negotiations or

consultations with their exporting partners. The date for the period of reference

provided in Annex B should be determined from the date when a sufficiently detailed

factual statement was furnished.
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67. With regard to the notion of the cumulative effects of imports, he said that

this in the view of his delegation had the effect of freezingthe present market

shares of developing exportingcountries whilethe already largershares of the

developedexporting countries could expand without any obstacles. The cumulative

concept wouId, moreover, changethevery basis of theMFA withregard to market

disruption, the consequence of which would be fierce competition among developing

exporters, leaving the profit to developed importers. Turning to handloom products,

he considered that the points made by the EEC went far beyond the provision of

Article 12:3. As regards the composition of the TSB, he believed that if there

were to be changes, then the permanent seats occupied by certain importers should

be subjected to rotation as had been the practice with respect to the exporters.

Drawing attention to recent measures taken in Europeoutside the framework of the

MFA, he stated that the effect of such measures was to deny the viability of the

MFA as an effective instrument governinginternational trade in textiles. In

conclusion, he stated that if the ideas of the EEC were to be realized, the

objectives of the MFA would become meaningless, and the world trading community

would be governed by national interests.

68. The representative of Portugal speakingon behalf ofMacao,pointed out that

the very high percentage increase quoted by the spokesman for Macao's experts to

the EEC could be misleading because in absolute terms such exports were very low.

In fact, a few years ago Macao hardly exported to the EEC, and the 1976 performance
was the best ever. His delegation fully supported the centinuation of the MFA,
with changes and corrections in the lightof the experience acquired. In this

context, he expressed concern about the protectionist trend seen in major
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importing countries, which was in contrast to the spirit and letter of the MFA. He

observed that the TSB, as it functioned now, merely assessed the results of

negotiations ex post. He suggested that the TSB should be given a more active rôle

by channelling through it all requests for consultations so as to examine the facts

establishing whether or not market disruption really existed prior to any

discussions between the parties concerned.

69. The representative of Thailand stated that the proposals of some importing

countries had made it clear that there was an intention to alter the pattern of

international trade in textiles so as to suit their needs and serve their interests.

He reminded those who had quoted large percentage increases of imports from

developing countries that,when translated into absolute figures, these increases

could mean, in many instances, an increase of only a few hundred pieces of garments.

Whereas the MFA provided clear guidelines for assessments, interpretations, and

for ways and means to reach mutual solutions, the EEC proposal introduced elements

of one-sidedness into the MFA. Therefore, he reiterated his delegation's view that

the MFA be renewed without modifications.

70. The representative of Yugoslavia noted with great interest, from the statements

made by developed countries, that serious disruption of their markets was caused by

developing countries, and that the first objective of the MFA to liberalize trade

had already been attained. He noted, however, that according to available

documentation, developing countries'share of developed countries' imports was only

22 per cent, and wondered whether it was possible for this small share to disrupt

the market whereas the share of 78 per cent did not. Statistics presented could
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not, in his view,explain this particularand allegedsituation. Developing

countries also experienced difficulties ofageneral, as well as of a specific

nature and, in addition, their textukesecter played amuch more important rôle in

the overall economy and was much moresensitivethan in developed countries. In

the prevailing situation,a loyal co-operation would be of reciprocal interest and

in line with the spirit of the already accepted objectives. Developing countries

could easily explain, in more concrete terms, the deficiences of the non-application

of the present Arrangement, the proliferation of restrictive bilateralism and

manoeuvres to avoid a balanced application of accepted provisions.

71. The representative of Malaysiapointed out that the problemsencountered by

the importing countries were, in his view, not so much due to imports from

developing countries as it was due to competition from man-made fibres and the

effects of recession. An indication of the real problems could also be obtained
by looking at profits made by some of the EEC's textile firms. He agreed that the

MFA had not been entirely satisfactory because of thefrequent recourse to non-MFA

actions that seemed to be directed entirely towards developing countries.His

delegation would therefore favour an understanding that the members would refrain

from non-MFA actions, and that importing countries exercising restraints against

developing exporting countries should apply similar restraints on developed countries

which exported equivalent or greater amounts of the same products in question. The

percentage increases in textile imports quoted by developed countries were not as

convincing as absolute amounts would have been.
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72. He further stated that protectionism in textiles fostered unemployment,

increased inflation, and undermined the welfare of the peoples of developing
countries. For a country like Malaysia, with a limited range of exports, the

textiles industry providod the basic infrastructure to develop other industries.

The non-achievement of this would be of great socio-economic and political

consequence, as would be the situation if people were to lose their jobs in the

textile industry. His Government could not accept this industry being stifled.

Defence and security considerations were also certainly valid for a small exporting

country like Malaysia and for other ASEAN countries. The 6 per cent growth,

provided for in paragraph 2 of Annex B, was a figure agreed upon after long

negotiations, and even if lower growth rates had been provided for in some bilateral

agreements, the 6 per cent figure should not be changed. He also drew attention to

the fact that textile industries of the developing countries had often been

developed as a result of encouragement by developed countries in order to sell to

them their machines, technology, chemicals, management services, etc. With regard

to the TSB, his delegation would favour a composition providing for a genuine

rotation of seats; if this was not possible it would support the TSB's enlargement.

73. The representative of Australia recalled that, at the meeting of the Committee

in December 1976, references had been made to the difficulties experienced by his

country in the implementation of the MFA. Different interpretations of its

provisions had become apparent since the Arrangement came into force. While this

vagueness might have been necessary to achieve a consensus at the time of drafting,

the expectation had been that eventually a greater precision would emerge; this

expectation had not been realized. Australia had acceded to the MFA on the
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75. He further pointed but that automatic growth rates had also given rise to

problems in situation of static or declining demand, Likewise,the base-date

provisions of Annex B had posed substantial problems for the smaller importing

countries, where a high degree of unrestrained market penetration already existed.

On certain occasions, the rapid and disruptive build-up of imports which had

created the need for restraints continued unabated, or even accelerated, during

the period before the negotiations were completed. As suggested by the

representative of the European Community, it might be that a new understanding of

paragraph 1(c) of Annex B could redress the apparent imbalance in favour of

exporting countries by enabling importing countries to invoke abnormal circumstances

to justify using a different base-period from that prescribed in paragraph 1(a).

Finally, he recalled that there were substantial variations in the degree of

liberalization existing in participating countries at the commencement of the

Arrangement. This problem had been aggravated by the vagueness of the words used

in key areas of the Arrangement and an inability to develop appropriate
interpretation procedures.

76. The representative of Colombia shared the concern expressed that the

Arrangement was unbalanced in that the non-GATT members did not have the same

rights and obligations as GATT members. He further noted that the difficulties

experienced by exporting countries were not fully appreciated. Paragraph III

of Annex A had been left, inter alia, inappropriately aside although it was

recognized that market disruption not only affected importing countries but

exporting countries as well. The economies of developing countries were very weak

and highly sensitive and did not have the defence mechanisms of the economies of

developed countries. The textiles industry was, moreover, often of vital
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importance to developing countries, particularly as far as employment was

concerned. Therefore, in the opinion of his delegation, if serious problems did

exist in the markets of the importing countries, then these patterns were even

more accentuated in developing countries. This fact should not be lost sight of

in discussing the future of the MFA. His country had adhered to the MFA, and was

in favour of its extension because it was convinced that the objectives indicated

in Article 1 would be achieved. He suggested that proposals for amendments might

be considered during the period of extension.

77. The representative of Spain stated that, as his country had a deficit in

total trade with the EEC, and as an important amount of textile trade took place

in both directions, his delegation was fully aware of the problems facing the EEC.

However, his country's textile industry also suffered, as did that of a number of

countries, from the recession. In addition, the solution proposed by the EEC was

not specific and this made it impossible to assess exactly how each country would

be affected by the measures to be adopted by the EEC under such a special

authorization. For instance, when growth inversely to import penetration rate

from all sources was suggested, nothing was said as to what would happen with

respect to each country. Also, it was not clear which countries would be considered

as small suppliers and new entrants that should receive more favourable treatment

at the cost of dominant suppliers; how could one guarantee that the quotas

reserved for these countries would, in fact, be implemented and for what reason

should the pattern of international trade flows be so modified.

78. Recalling that Spain had no bilateral textile agreement with the EEC, he

asked whether agreements of the sort that the EEC would like to see negotiated in

1977, would also apply to Spain and, if so, on the basis of which Article of the
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MFA would it be negotiated, or would it be taken outside the Arrangement? In

conclusion, he urged participants to look beyond the particular problems faced at

present, and expressed his delegations preference for a three-year extension of

the MFA in its present form. He hoped that the TSB would continue to carry out

its task with objectivity and independence and not through conciliation as

proposed by the EEC, which would make the MFA inoperative. He agreed with those

who had suggested that in extending the Arrangement, a clear decision should be

taken with regard to the relationship between the MFA and Article XIX.

79. The representative of Romania expressed himself in favour of an extension

of the MFA in its present form, provided that it would be respected and applied

correctly and equitably. To this end, his delegation could not accept any

interpretation which would run counter to the letter and spirit of the MFA; if

this was the case, it would be better, in his view, to renegotiate clear

modifications. Any interpretation he said, should ensure additional benefits for

developing countries because the application of the Arrangement could not be

conceived except along these lines. The structural changes should not be used as

an excuse for the non-application of the provisions of the Arrangement. The MFA

should be given priority over other agreements of a more general nature, including

the General Agreement itself. Furthermore, he attached particular importance to

the provisions governing small and new suppliers whose interests had not been taken

into consideration. Restraints on exports from such countries which represented

a small percentage of the total imports would mean denying them the right to normal

development. For this reason, he called for even more favourable treatment for

newcomers and echoed suggestions of others that the position of newcomers should be
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assessed as a percentage of imports coming from all countries, including the

developed ones. He also recalled that the developed countries were obligated under

the Arrangement, as set out in Article 1:4, to pursue structural adjustment, and

cautioned that the idea of fixing a threshold for imports, expressed as a percentage

of total consumption, would seriously prejudice this fundamental concept of the

Arrangement.

80. The representative of Israel recalled that his country, despite all the

problems it had faced, was in favour of an extension of the Arrangement. An

interpretation of Annex A which embodied the notion of cumulative effects, would

hardly be in conformity with the normal play of market forces. In his view,

nobody would dispute that GATT rights were to be recognized and could not be

superseded. However, there were certain clear indications in Article 9 of the MFA

concerning the imposition of additional restrictions, and the obligations of

parties in case restrictions were imposed. He stressed that these obligations were

binding to al parties and should be fully taken into account in any future appli-

cation of the Arrangement. Lastly, he believed that an increased membership of the

TSB would lead to a dilution of its effectiveness and might well make it into a

new Textiles Committee rather than the quasi-legal body that his delegation had

expected it to be. To make it only an arena for arriving at mutually agreeable

conclusions was not the way his delegation saw the rôle of the TSB. He emphasized

that any change in the TSB should be within the guidelines now being elaborated in

the MTN for dispute settlement, pending the results of which the TSB might

preferably continue to function as at present.
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81. The representative or Argentina believed that, had there been continuous

efforts by the importing countries since the time of the Long-Term Arrangement, to

transfer resources to other sectors of the economies - an objective now embodied

in paragraph 4 of Article 1 of the MFA - the problems now under discussion would

either not have existed or might have been of little importance. The MFA was not

ideal, seen from his delegation's viewpoint, but still Argentina could accept its

renewal if it was not modified in a negative way.

82. The representative of Poland recalled that his country's situation within

the MFA was somewhat particular in that either the MFA, or the GATT, or the

Protocol of Accession, was applied to Poland by importing countries according to

their arbitrary choice. This was so because there was no full clarity as to the

interpretation of these provisions and above all on the priorities in their

application. The MFA was negotiated to deal with a specific sector, and thus the

solutions accepted were also specific and separate from the provisions of the

General Agreement. Under these condisions, the MFA was a lex specialis in

relation to the GATT and other provisions and, therefore, the provisions of the

MFAmust apply before the others. The MFA was a derogation from the General

Agreement but, at a time when the principles of the latter were threatened by

protectionist tendencies, it had the great merit of subordinating these tendencies

to certain limits and conditions within the framework of international co-operation

oriented, as always, towards progressive liberalization. He, therefore, expressed

serious concern about attempts to introduce into the MFA amendments, be it in the

text or through interpretations which would convert an instrument of controlled

liberalization into an instrument of controlled restrictions, thus destroying the

delicate balance between the interests of the exporting and importing countries.
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For this reason, his delegation vas in favour of an extension of the MFA as it

stood. Should, however, there be a tendency to add interpretative notes, then it

would be necessary to take up a series of problems faced by exporting countries

as well as those of the importing countries.

83. The representative of Sri Lanka indicated that the MFA, in his delegations

view, should be prolonged for a further period without textual amendments. He

emphasized that the objectives of the MFA should be borne in mind, especially the

expansion and progressive liberalization of textile trade, as well as the special

emphasis placed in the Arrangement on the need for developing countries to increase

their exports of textile products and their share in the world market. He pointed

out that the developing exporting countries, for their part, were confronted

with unemployment, inflation, social and human problems. He felt it essential

that small suppliers and newcomers should have an assurance of minimum viable

exports to markets in order to promote economic development and in order to give

meaning to the provisions of the MFA. Thus, the concept of cumulative market

disruption was not acceptable, because exports from suppliers which were small in

comparison with the total volume of exports of other countries and which

represented a small and often infinitesimal percentage of total imports of textiles

of the importing country concerned could not, and should not, be held responsible

for a situation of market disruption. In any event, cumulative market disruption was

alien to the MFA which had been designed to deal with market disruption caused by

particular products from particular sources. Finally, he supported the view that

action on textiles should be sought under the provisions of the MFA and not

through recourse to measures under Article XIX of the GATT, or elsewhere.
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84. The representative of the Philippines requested the EEC, in exercising its

great negotiating power, to show understanding and sympathy for the problems of

the textile industry in a small developing country like the Philippines, which

would be faced with great social difficulties if restrictions were imposed in an

important market like the EEC. He further asked the Community to bear in mind

the Philippines' deficit balance in their mutual trade. His delegation was

strongly against the adoption of the concept of cumulative market disruption

because it violated the very basic purpose of the MFA to liberalize world trade

in textile products. He submitted that the capacity and size of the Community as

a market was not static, but made up of various kinds of textiles and garments

with the products constantly changing and shifting. These factors constituted the

rationale behind the universally accepted practices such as annual growth rates,

swing provisions, carry-forward, carry-over and short-falls. In conclusion, he

reiterated that his delegation favoured the extension of the MFA without

modifications for a limited period of one year.

85. The representative of Hungary said that as far as his country's textile

exports were concerned, the Community had achieved the second objective of the

Arrangement, i.e. avoidance of market disruption, through autonomous measures

which, under the MFA, were rather unilateral in nature. Therefore, his delegation

expected that the first objective with regard to expansion of trade be respected

towards Hungary. In order to reach this aim it was necessary that the MFA, as

the sole basis of negotiations, be maintained and, secondly, that the Community

fully and rapidly undertake bilateral negotiations with his country on this basis.

The package deal of the EEC contained a threat of sanctions which was completely

unacceptable in talks between equal and sovereign partners. Finally, his

delegation was ready to co-operate with all participants in order to extend the MFA

as it now existed.
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86. The representative of Jamaica pledged his full support for a liberalization

of textiles trade based on comparative advantages. Therefore, it was regrettable

that the obligations under Article 6 of the Arrangement had not been. fulfilled.

Moreover, in complete disregard of the agreed elements of market disruption, the

imports from developing countries had always been blamed for the disruption in the

importing country markets. This disruption could very well have been due to

greater organisation and diversification into more profitable lines of production

in the importing countries. While his delegation would be ready to participate

in any dialogue concerning specific matters such as growth rate, roll-back period,

carry-over and carry-forward, it was his firm belief that the impending

difficulties could be resolved in a spirit of co-operation rather than confrontation.

The Committee could, at this stage, agree to extend the life of the present

Arrangement and, until before the end of 1977, consult on ways and means to improve

its operation.

87. The spokesman for the EEC, in response to questions put or points raised

at an earlier stage in the discussion, recalled the general framework within which

the Community found itself, and stated that it had subscribed to the present

Arrangement in good faith. In accepting the 6 per cent growth, this represented

26.25 per cent growth over the period 1974-1977, while the GNP in cumululative terms

increased during the same period by 12.55 per cent. To keep this rate over another

five-year period, for example, would mean a composite growth in volume of textile

trade for the EEC of 33.82 per cent, as compared to a forecasted GNP growth of

18.77 per cent. In 1975-76, the volume of imports into the Community from

developing MFA participants had grown by 29 per cent and had brought about an

intolerable situation, not only as measured by economic parameters, but also in

terms of developments in public opinion in different regions of the Community. While
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the EEC therefore, could not enter into commitments which it could not live up to,

it would seriously apply a renewed MFA if this were not of a sort that could lead

to an uncontrollable situation.

98. He emphasized that this position of the EEC did not necessarily lead to

modifications or amendments of the Arrangement to the extent that the EEC's

problems and concerns had been fully taken account of. Referring to the objectives

of the MFA, he pointed out that liberalization could not be conceived as long as

its precondition, i.e. absence of market disruption, was not fulfilled. He also

rejected the idea that synthetics had generated the problems in the Community

as, for instance, the five largest chemical fibre producers had incurred very

heavy losses over the past two years, mainly because intra-European trade had been

substituted for imports of similar products. Furthermore, statistics of imports

from developed countries, in value terms, concealed the fact that these products

were sophisicated and expensive products. He also remarked that only figures in

quantity terms were relevant for comparative purposes, and the assessment of

the evolution of trade. He felt that while the Community market made a significant

contribution to the trade in textiles, it was indeed not the only market as there

were those of other developed market economies, Eastern European countries and

even the markets of developing countries. To exemplify the concept of market

penetration (imports from all origins compared to inter-Community consumption

i.e. production plus imports minus exports), he mentioned that the penetration

rate for shirts vent up from 47 per cent to 60 per cent between 1974 and 1976,

However, stabilization of the penetration rate did not mean freezing the level of

imports, but that the growth of the volume of imports would be related to the

development of consumption which would not be hampered. In addition to shirts,
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stabilization of the market penetration rate was also considered for products such

as cotton yarn, cotton textiles, synthetic textiles, T-shirts and the like,

pullovers and momen's blouses and shirts. For products in the category where an

increase in the penetration rate could be accepted, this fact together with

present GNP and consumption forecasts, meant important annual growth opportunities

over the years to come. He mentioned imports of trousers inthis context.

89. In regard to the concept of newcomers, he made it clear that it was not the

EEC's intention to cover automatically a not yet signatory or a supplier who had

recently been small, but only those who were still small suppliers in the product

concerned on the EEC markets, The Community would do everything it could, within

the concept of equity, to take due consideration of the level of development and

of the difficulties faced by the developing countries who were their partners

but who were main suppliers of the product in question. Finally, the EEC, for

its part, would be prepared to participate constructively if the wish was to

renegotiate the whole MFA, However, recalling the need for political

responsibility in the field of textile trade, he urged all parties to address

themselves to this question in a spirit of moderation and realism.

PART Il

Summa y of discussions held on 24 July 1977

90. The Committee resumed its discussion on 24 July 1977, on the basis of a

paper circulated at the request of Brazil and India (COM.TEX/W/43), and a paper

circulated at the request ofa the United States (COM.TEX/W/44). A brief summary of

the discussion which took place in the Committee is given below.
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91. The representative of Brazil recalled that the original position of exporting

developing countries had been that the MFA should be extended on the basis of

certain amendments, that would make such an Arrangement more liberal and more

suitable to achieve the main objective of trade liberalization in the field of

textiles. In the spirit of compromise and understanding, however, they had decided

that the best guarantee for the attainment of the objectives of the MFA might be

the strict implementation of its present text. No textual changes might then be

necessary as the Committee might extend the Agreement taking note of statements

explaining the difficulties experienced both by exporting and importing countries

with regard to the implementation of the MFA.

92. He held the view that COM.TEX/W/43 was designed to attain this aim since,

inter alia, paragraphs .5 and 7 of that document clearly reflected a motivation

on the part of exporting developing countries to depart from their original

positions in the spirit of co-operation and in order to reach agreement in a

mutually satisfactory manner. On the other hand, his delegation could not

associate itself with document COM.TEX/W/44, and in particular with paragraph 5

thereof permitting importing countries to violate the very concept of the

Arrangement. In fact, he said, exporting countries were being requested to extend

the Arrangement while simultaneously granting a waiver for the Arrangement to be

transgressed. He went on to outline the reasons for objecting to the solution set

out in COM.TEX/W/44. He mentioned, in the first place, economic grounds: the

import problems referred to were not a consequence of imports, but rather of the

process of industrial concentration, technological modernization and recession.

Moreover, the economic and social difficulties of exporting countries were equally

serious and would become even more so under restrictions imposed in order to save

jobs in the developed countries. Secondly, legal grounds: the Committee could not
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extend an agreement and, at the sametime, allow signatories to violate it. Thirdly,

politicalgrounds: the balance of negotiating power, which initself was already

favouring the most powerful partners, would become irrevocably tilted against

developing exporting countries which would have to conduct Article 3 or 4

negotiations on the basis of a 'fait accompli . While normally it would be up

to the importing country to demonstrate the necessity of a restraint measure

accompanied with detailed proofs, it was now proposed that the burden of proof

be reversed in that it would be up to the exporting countries to prove their

innocence. Not only did the text attempt to exonerate the importing countries

from the burden of proof, but it actually suggested that, in solving undefined

problems, exporting countries might have to agree to departures from the MFA under

an element of pressure. They would be deprived of their only Protection - the

multilateral fraimework of the present MFA - and thus find themselves alone,

confronting inimporting countries, immeasurably more powerful.

93. The representative of India, referring to Article 10, paragraph 5, pointed

out that it was not within the powers of the Committee in extending the Arrangement

to modify its spirit and content. The text which had been circulated at the reques

of his delegation and that of Brazil was, in his view, only the better of the two

evils, and if he had had the choice he would have rejected them both. COM.TEX/W/43

was the maximum extent to which his delegation could proceed in the direction of

sacrifice and co-operation. On the other hand, the paper circulated at the request

of the United States would have the effect of introducing a serious and abrupt set-

back in the slow path of progress which developing countries had been able to

make; it evolved a formula by which protectionist modification and unfair trade

would have its way.
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94. He observed that paragraph 5 of COM.TEX/W/44, made the Textiles Committee

approve departures from the spirit and content of the MFA. Even if such departures

were bilaterally acceptable, the question was whether they were multilaterally

acceptable. While not favouring the placing of over-emphasis on bilateral arrange-

ments, he was aware of the fact that bilateral settling of issues was an accepted

method even within the MFA. However, bilateral agreements were concluded between

unequal partners and the Textiles Committee, which was meant for upholding the

principles of fair trade, should not tacitly approve of actions which, although

bilaterally accepted, might not stand up to a multilateral test of fair trade.

Moreover, the some paragraph was based upon what the Committee noted as the basis

of approach of one major importing participant. The basis, as outlined by that

participant, was that import penetration in its market should be stabilized at

the historical level of 1976, and that the prescribed rates of growth, which were

grossly inadequate for the growth needs of the developing countries, should be

reduced.

95. He further pointed out that paragraph 5 was worded in such a manner as to

set the seal of approval of the Committee not only to such objectives, but to the

methods of fulfilling them. This had grave implications; first, that the Textiles

Committee - which was meant for monitoring the observance in letter and spirit of

the MFA - was itself weakening the structure of the MFA through the explicit

approval of departures. Secondly, that the TSB - the desirable experiment of

multilateral surveillance - which should conduct its business within the directives

of the Committee, was stopped from examining the conformity of these departures.
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Thirdly, the implied waiver in paragraph 5 was not confined only to some importing

participants or even to some exporting participants, but indeed to all importing

and exporting countries. Any uncertainty one might have about this implication.

was set at rest by paragraph 6 of the same text. Fourthly, this waiver was a

solution which was permanent in nature although the alleged problems for which

they were supposed to be solutions were purely temporary in character.

96. He went on to state that paragraph 5 of COM.TEX/W/44 would in fact set at

rest Article 1, paragraph 4, of the MFA and would deprive the legitimate earnings

of the multitude of the poor in the developing countries from the one occupation

in which they had comparative advantage. He, therefore, suggested that the

Textiles Committee should invite developed countries to adopt a time-bound

programme, for industrial adjustment, which should be considered as a prerequisite

for expecting temporary concessions from the developing countries. As regards the

immediate implication of the waiver, he said that it would be to set out the

atmosphere in which bilateral negotiations would be conducted; it would strengthen

the bargaining position of the importing countries and ipso factor weaken the

bargaining strength of the exporting countries. In any case, the prospect was

that if the bilateral agreements were not concluded to the EEC's satisfaction, its

member States would still have their options open for acceding to the framework of

the MFA or to walk out of it. If this was going to be the ultimate process what

would be gained by keeping the text of the MFA alive. The least that should be

expected at the present moment was that the delicate balance between exporting and

importing nations was not tilted in favour of one or the other. He reiterated

that the choice was not between one draft or the other nor even between the choice

of extending the MFA in whatever form, or terminating it. The Committee had still
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time available before it could make the choice. If the atmosphere at present was

not conducive to reaching a decision, it would be prudent in the interest of all

to postpone such a decision. However, if a decision had to be taken now:

COM.TEX/W/43 should be the basis on which the MFA might be extended in its present

form.

97. A number of delegations shared the views expressed by the representatives of

Brazil and India with respect to document COM.TEX/W/43 and their concern about

COM.TEX/W/44. A crucial element in the concern felt by many,related, in particular

to paragraph 5 of COM.TEX/W/44, which, inter alia, set out the intention of one

major importing participant to achieve its stated objectives by bilateral consulta-

tions and negotiations; it included the possibility of jointly agreed reasonable

departures from particular elements in particular cases and urged that all partici-

pants concerned should move promptly to negotiations. The prior resolution of

problems called for in paragraph 9 to be based on elements such as those listed in

paragraph 5, was also found unacceptable and inequitable for developing exporting

countries in their future negotiations with that importing participant. They

recalled and reiterated their original positions and preferences as presented

earlier to the Committee. Though the proposed texts were a result of intensive

consultations, they did not correspond to their individual delegations' positions

and expectations. However, if they had to make a choice at this juncture, the

representatives of Colombia, Egypt, Guatemala, Hungary, Romania, Spain, Sri Lanka,

Uruguay and Yugoslavia, stated that their preference would clearly be for

COM.TEX/W/43. They saw this document as an acceptable compromise solution giving

equal rights to all participants, on the basis of which they wished to proceed with

an extension of the MFA in its present form. However, most of them suggested that

more time was needed for reflection before they could pronounce themselves firmly

on this question.
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98. Among the additional comments made, the representative of Romania referred to

the provisions in both the proposed texts dealing with the recognition of the

interests of developing countries new entrants and small suppliers. His delega-

tion interpreted these to mean aguarantee of access to markets, taking into

account the shares of these countries'exports in the total of imports in the

importing country and not the rate of growth of these imports. The representative

of Colombia noted that the EEC, in its stated objectives, had raised the question

of cumulative effectof imports which his country: as a small exporting country,

would not be in a position to accept as a criterion for restraints. The repre-

sentative of Spain seeing certain merits also in document COM.TEX/W/44, made the

remark that it did not express in fullclarity the purport of the Practical imple-

mentation that might be made of its provisions. but that they seemed to favour

protectionist action on the basis ofa common invitation. The representative of

Egypt emphasized, in addition that the departure asked for in paragraph 5 of

COM.TEX/W/44 in fact amounted to a further departurefrom the basic principle of

the most-favoured-nation treatment. The representative ofUruguayadded that his

authorities supported an extension of the MFA in its present form for a period of

four years.

99. The representative of the United States stated that the motive force behind

the extensive efforts. which had been deployed to find common ground for agreement

on the MFA extension, had been the conviction that a failure in this regard would

lead to a lapse of the MFA at the end of the year. Failure would result in a

calamitous situation, both for exporting and for importing participants. Further-

more, the framework for textile trade and the standards which had been applied to
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regulate that trade, and to promote its orderly expansion while simultaneously

avoiding disruption in markets and production, would disappear. The threatening

forces of extreme protectionism would be enormously strengthened by the demise of

the Arrangement. Its continued existence, imperfect as it was, was the best and

perhaps only guarantee of fair and equitable textile trade. If it should not be

extended, the impact wculd almost certainly be felt in other areas of international

trade.

100. He, however, pointed out that an MFA which did not cover a significant portion

of world trade in textiles was not worthwhile, nor would an MFA which did not

include among its participants the most significant exporters and importers be

helpful. Concerning the questioning by certain delegations of certain elements of

COM.TEX/W/44, particularly paragraph 5, he stated that as the United States dele-

gation understood it, that paragraph simply reaffirmed the possibilities already

existing within the MFA. In conclusion, he requested that a Protocol for the

extension of the MFA in its present form for a period of four years, subject to the

understandings regarding the implementation of the Arrangement set forth in

COM.TEX/W/44, should be opened as from 15 December 1977.

101. A number of delegations shared the views expressed by the representative of

the United States in presenting document COM.TEX/W/44. They recalled and reiterated

their original positions and preferences as presented earlier to the Committee.

While the proposed text was a result of intensive consultations and, of course, did

not correspond to their individual delegations positions and expectations, the

representatives of Austria, the European Communities, Japan, Korea, Philippines

(on behalf of the ASEAN countries). Sweden (on behalf of the Nordics), Switzerland,
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United Kingdom on behalf of Hong Kong and Turkey stated their readiness to second

it in order to contribute to the widest possible common ground for an agreement

on the extension of the MFAinits present form.

102. Among the additional commentsmade, the representatives of the United Kingdom

on behalf of HongKong, Korea, Mexico and the Philippines emphasized, inter alia,

that as they saw the situation the choice was not between COM.TEX/W/43and W/44,

but between the latter and no MFA.The latter alternative would lead to a chaotic

situation in world textile trade and to the resurgence of the worst form of pro-

tectionism to the detriment of the interests of the weaker exporting developing

countries. The representatives of the United Kingdom on behalf of Hong Kongand

Korea, in particular, shared theview that paragraph of the text was intended

to reaffirm past and present practices regarding the MFA and its implementation.

The representative of Turkey expressed the hope that goodwill and understanding

would prevail, and that due considerations would be given to the pressing problems

of developing countries duringtheimplementation of theextended MFA and in the

courseofthe future bilateral negotiations and consultations which were to be held

103. The representatives of Japan and Switzerland emphasized the need to put an

end to the prolonged uncertainty and the delay in coming to a decision on the

future of the MFA which would be damaging to all. The representative of

Switzerland added that while the proposed text might represent common directives

as to the implementation of the MFA under particular and temporary circumstances,

the adoption of the text would not necesarily mean that all participants would

have to make use of it. The representative of Sweden added that the package, as

.presented, contained checks and balances and the Nordic countries hoped that it
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would eventually prove acceptable to all. The Nordic countries hoped to be able to

continue, in the framework of an extended MFA, to utilize to the fullest extent

the remedies provided by it in endeavouring to alleviate the very severe problems

they were having in their textile sectors. The representative of Austria stated

that he was in a position to support the text because its key paragrarh 5 was of

general application destined to serve all countries, importers and exporters, to

find a solution to different problems in a constructive and equitable manner.

104. The spokesman for the EEC noted, inter alia, that delegations which had

expressed their readiness to accept COM.TEX/W/44 represented around 85 per cent of

international trade in textiles. While understanding the background of the state-

ments made by Brazil and India, he reiterated the dangers inherent in a situation

which was on the brink of going out of control. The Community's intention was not

to modify the MFA if its stabilization objectives were reached through bilsteral

agreements in an equitable way by the end of 1977. Uncontrolled situations in the

field of textiles might have a serious impact on international trade in general.

105. The spokesman for one delegation confirmed that his country remained in

favour of an extension of the Arrangement and fully associated itself with the

statement made before the Committee on 5 July on behalf of the European Communitie

He had to record reservations, however, on certain parts of the proposal now set

out in COM.TEX/W/44, in particular paragraphs 5 and 9.

106. The representatives of Australia and Canada recalled, and reiterated, their

positions and preferences as presented earlier to the Committee, to the effect

that changes either in the text or in the function of the Arrangement were required
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to make it more responsive to their particular difficulties. In their opinion

insufficient attempts had been made to bring about a better balance between the

different interests involved, but had instead essentially accommodated the

interests of one participant. They continued to believe that solutions available

to one participant should be available to all and, secondly, that recourse to

GATT provisions should not be impaired. They therefore reserved their positions

with regard to both texts before the Committee.

107. The representative of Pakistan recalling his position and preferences which

remained unchanged, also reserved his position for the time being.

Summing up by the Chairman on 24 July 1977

108. The summing up by the Chairman of the discussion which took place in the

Committee at its meeting in July 1977 (COM.TEX/W/45) is reproduced below:

"1. Nearly all delegates expressed their desire and even their will that

the MFA be extended, one way or another; but major differences are still

outstanding betwecn the positions of delegations on a number of key issues.

"2. (a) Some delegates requested more time in order to consider the problem,

receive instructions and pursue the concertation.

(b) Many delegates said that they wished to proceed as provided in

document COM.TEX/W/43 and came out in favour of the MFA being extended

in its present form for a period of years'.

(c) Many delegates said that they wished to proceed as provided in

document COM.TEX/W/44 and that the MFA in its present form should be

extended for a period of four years subject to confirmation by signature,
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as from 15 December 1977, of a Protocol for this purpose', 'on the

basis of the elements mentioned in paragraphs 1 through 8' of the above-

mentioned document. From what I understood, these delegations firmly

intend to go ahead on this basis.

"3. In the light of all the statements that we have heard, I do not believe

that these gaps can be bridged in the Textiles Committee now or within the

next few days.

The Textiles Committee is therefore not in a position to decide now on

the future of the MFA.

"4. On the other hand, I hope that the delegations and the governments which

they represent will wish to pursue their contacts in order to seek the means

to satisfy all those concerned who have stated that they wish to continue in

the future to benefit from the framework provided by the MFA for the conduct

of their trade in textiles.

I this hope, I propose that the Committee be prepared to reconvene as

soon as it may usefully do so.

"5. Everything is still possible since the MFA is in force until the end of

1977.

"6. Personally and in the more general context of trade relations as a

whole, I would wish to add that it seems to me that it is extremely important

to make every effort in order that the MFA be extended, failing which, we

might very well witness the beginning of the disintegration of international

trade."
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PART III

109. At the Committee's meeting on 14 December several delegations made statements

after the adoption by the Committee of document COM.TEX/W/47. A summary of these

statements is given below.

110. The representative offhe United States said that the continued existence of

the MFA would provide major protection from the chaos which would, in its absence,

reign in the textile trade. Having atgreat length negotiated the modalities by

which the instrument might be renewed, it was incumbent upon each participant to

implement it with wisdom and justice.

111. The representative of Japan said that throughout the negotiations for the

extension of the MFA, his country had sought a simple extension without any textual

change. The Japanese views which had been expressed with regard to the clari-

fication of rights and obligations that could be accepted under the Arrangement,

and to the flexibility that could be secured in the field of its practical

application had not been fully reflected in document COM.TEX/W/47, thus making it

a difficult decision for Japan to agree to the extension of the MFA in the manner

just adopted by the Committee. Nevertheless, Japan agreedto do so in view of the

fact that its basic concerns were secured within the framework of the MFA, and in

view of the situation in the countries concerned. He also pointed out that

attaching the conclusions of the Committee to the Protocol gave rise to a major

difficulty with regard to domestic approval procedures, and stressed that his

country would not be able to accommodate any further concessions that might be

sought in the future. In conclusion, he confirmed that the Textiles Committee had

agreed to the extension of the Arrangement without any textual change, and agreed

to certain adjustments in its actual application within the framework of the MFA

and nothing outside such a framework.
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112. The spokesman for the EEC said that the Commission would submit the text of

the Protocol to the Council of Ministers, together with the results of the

Community's bilateral negotiations for the Council's decision. In the event of

the Council's approbation the Community's adherence to the renewed MFA would be

communicated to the Chairman. He said that the Commission as negotiator was

confident that the text of the document COM.TEX/W/47 would provide a secure

international legal basis upon which the bilateral agreements negotiated by the

Community could be founded. The Council's approbation of the agreements would be

accorded on the clear understanding that they respected in spirit and letter the

MFA as renewed. He said that tile Community's acceptance of the Arrangement's

extension would necessarily have to take into account the status of the agreements

it had negotiated, and would fully reserve the Community's rights vis-à-vis

exporting countries for whom such agreements, which would form the basis of the

Community's acceptance of the MFA, did not enter into and remain in force. Refer-

ring to the function of the TSB, he said that for the Community it was an organ

of conciliation, as distinguished from arbitral or judicial bodies. Whilst

fully accepting the provisions of Article 11:3, the Community would not accept

that such actions included putting into question the bilateral agreements

concluded by any importing participants with any exporting participants.

113. The representative of Sweden said that the Nordic countries, on behalf of

which he was speaking, had actively participated in the efforts to achieve

continued agreed rules for textile trade after 1977. The Nordic countries

therefore welcomed the opening of the Protocol for the extension of the Arrange-

ment. However, their position with regard to their participation in the extended
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MFA would be known only after the conclusion of the bilateral negotiations with

their trading partners, based on provisions of the MFA and the understandings set

forth in the conclusions adopted by the Textiles Committee.

114. The representative of Canada saic that in its proposals introduced last

March. his Government had expressed its concerns with regard to the renewal of the

Arrangement. Since he had not been able to obtain his Government's views, he could

not state the extent to which the Protocol met such concerns, though he presumed it

was safe to assume that they were implicitly covered. He was not in a position to

state whether Canada could consider itself to be part of the consensus which had

favoured the opening of the Protocol; its views would be made known to the

Textiles Committee as soon as possible.

115. The representative of Korea said that the discussion of "reasonable departures"

started at the July meeting on the assumption that the major participant in question

would make every effort in finding a reasonable and mutually agreed basis with its

negotiating partners. However, in the negotiations many exporting countries could

not but accept extravagant departures. Despite these circumstances, his delegation

had agreed to document COM.TEX/W/47, because it considered an extension of the

Arrangement was imperative so as to prevent further disruption of international

trade in textiles. The fragile structure of the renewed Arrangement should not

therefore be abused, and departures from particular elements of the MFA as utilized

by one major participant should be strictly temporary, and corrected as soon as

possible as clearly stated in paragraph 5.4 of COM.TEX/W/47.
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116. The representative of Turkey appreciated the spirit of co-operation which

had enabled the participants to arrive at a consensus on the extension of the MFA.

He said that his delegation would submit the Protocol for approval by the Government

as soon as possible so as to be able to resume its responsibilities in the relevant

institutions of the MFA.

117. The representative of Spain noted with satisfaction the decision of the

Committee to extend the MFA, and joined in the consensus arrived at on the opening

of the Protocol giving effect to such extension. He said that the decision by his

Government on adherence to the extended Arrangement would be made after the con-

clusion of the current bilateral negotiations with the EEC.

118. The representative of Switzerland, in paying tribute to the efforts which had

resulted in the consensus, said that the present difficulties faced by the textile

industry in many countries made international co-operation more necessary than ever.

Despite the difficulties faced by it, Switzerland had so far refrained from taking

safeguard measures in the belief that whenever these were deemed necessary it

could invoke its rights within the MFA. Such an assurance would still be needed in

the future. His country must be able to assume that all signatories would be

determined to apply the MFA in a reasonable and responsible manner, taking into

account not only their own interests, but those of their trading partners as well.

It was in this spirit that Switzerland joined in the consensus, and would, in due

course,sign and then ratify the Protocol.

119. The representative of the United Kingdom on behalf of Hong Kong recalled that

at the July meeting, when one importing participant exposed the problems faced by

it, the concept of reasonable departures from particular elements in particular

cases to be jointly agreed within the framework of the MFA, was suggested as a
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remedy in a spirit of mutual co-operation. The concept of reasonable departures

was not used as conceived by Hong Kong, and in fact under pressure Hong Kong had

to accent departures which, in its view, were not within thescope of the concept

expounded in July. The alternative would have been evenmore severe restrictions on

Hong Kong's trade in textiles. In conclusion, he said that Hong Kong could not

accept the interpretation by the EEC that any mutually agreed departures betweenL
two partners would ipso factor become reasonable and thus acceptable to all members.

120. The representativeof ' Austria said that the conclusionsoCf the Textiles

Committee attached to the Protocol met the criteria set by his country for the

extension of theMFEA.His dl1g.ationw.as thus in a position to join in the

consensus. While awaitingprarlimientary appocval of the exe-nsio,. the relevant

provisionsorf the Arrangement coul be pgplied de facto by his Govermnent.

Parlazmentary approval would be gra.tly facilitated if, in the meantim, smae

bilateral agreements could be conl1ue;d.

121. The representativeocf IndiawelLcomed the cotinuation ocf te-A.rragem.ent and

noted with satisfaction that itsp rovisins remainedd uncanged .. After referrigj

to the importance of th z texte , industry and itst.rade oc developig. countiÎes,

he expressed the hope that h-e basicocbjectivso f' theA?raàngmnentw.ould continue

t . ulide its operation.H'e pointed out that the develpeigc exporting countries

had acquiesced in p ecial Arragem;ent,. inhe h belief that these were temporary

expedients required by developed mMporting countries in effecting the necessary

structural adjustments from the long-term point of view. In this context, he

drew the Committe'es attention to the reference mad,. in the conclusions adopted,

to pargrgaph 4 of Article 1 of the MFA. He was glad to see that the Committee had
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agreed that the departures would only be temporary, and that participants should

return to the fundamental framework in as short a time as possible. He made it

clear that the bilateral agreements that might be concluded with a major importing

participant, in terms of the understandings arrived at, would not be considered as

a precedent available to other importing countries. He reiterated that such con-

cepts as market penetration, automatic trigger mechanism and multifibre restraints

on imports from single fibre exporters, could not be considered as reasonable

departures. He cautioned that such concepts, and particularly that of market

penetration which was alien to the MFA and to GATT, were risky and could spill

over to other sectors of world trade. He, therefore, appealed to the proponents of

such concepts to reconsider the matter, since these involved serious implications

for international trade policy. In conclusion, he said that their views on the

competence and rôle of the Textiles Committee and of the TSB in the areas of dis-

putes settlement, surveillance and review of the MFA remain unchanged. He, there-

fore, welcomed the reaffirmation of the terns and competence of these bodies.

122. The representative of Romania reaffirmed that even in the present circumstances

there was a need for ensuring equitable and continually increased access for export

opportunities from developing countries especially small exporters. There was also

a need to keep the measures which had been adopted to meet temporary situations,

temporary in character. The exporting countries, in a spirit of co-operation, had

made great efforts in accommodating the importing countries, which in turn should

adopt appropriate economic measures for their own industry, including measures to

facilitate structural adjustments. It was with this in mind that his delegation

joined in the consensus concerning the extension of the MFA without modifications.
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123. The representative of Colombia referring to the objectives of the Arrangement

set out in Article 1 thereof, pointed out that the homes of the developing

countries to have a greater share in world trade had considerably dwindled,

especially with the erection of protective barriers. He said that in some markets

restrictions had been applied on products classified according to their sensitivity,

but no account had been taken of the fact that the textile industry in developing

countries was politically, economically and socially extremely sensitive. Develo-

ping countries with limited resources had been required to make adjustments in

order to pay for inefficient and internationally uncompetitive sectors in

developed countries. The expressed concern over the introduction of such concerts

as cumulative market disruption., or the isolated consideration of selling price

as the casual factor thereof. In conclusion, he said the MFA provided the multi-

lateral framework within which a satisfactory solution for the precsent restrictive

situation could be found. Joint action to combat whatever jeopardized the basic

principles c. free trade in this sector was needed more than ever.

124. The representative of Brazil said that this Government welcomd the renewal

of the MFA. However, such concepts as market penetration, low-cost production

pricing were dangerous to the framework of world trade and to the very foundations

of GATT. Such concepts therefore, should not be taken as precedents for future

actions in trade policy. Recent actions that constituted effective departures from

the MFA must be considered temporary, and return to the normaley of MFA rules and

principles should take place within the shortest possible time. Referring to the

TSB as a fundamental instrument to the effective functioning of the MFA, he said

that it was assumed that its mandate should be fully maintained, particularly in

relation to settlement of disputes and to surveillance designed to ensure the

proper implementation of agreements under the MFA.
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125. The representative of Egypt said that despite the optimistic climate in

1973,the MFA had not come up to the expectations of the developing countries.

Given the unsatisfactory economic climate prevailing at present, the developing

countries had been under great pressure while negotiating the future of the

Arrangement. In these circumstances, he did not object to the consensus on the

extension of the MFA, an extension without any textual modifications, allowing

for adjustments only in its application. Referring to paragraph 5:6 of

COM.TEX/W/47, he stressed that the Committee had agreed that the provisions of

Article 1:4 of the MFA would be fully kept in view. In this respect, he recalled

that the secretariat report contained in document COM.TEX/W/36, indicated that

developed partners in textile trade had not taken measures in the spirit of

Article 1:4. He hoped that a different attitude would be taken during the next

few years. With regard to the TSB, he suggested that technical assistance

should be provided to the developing countries by the GATT secretariat. This

should not present any difficulties since such assistance had been rendered

within the framework of the MTN negotiations.

126. The representative of Mexico expressed satisfaction that the efforts of

the past year ha. led to the continuity of the framework providing for the

orderly development of trade in textiles. He associated himself with other

countries in emphasizing the temporary and exceptional nature of what was

contained in paragraph 5 of document COM.TEX/W/47, and in expressing firmness

with regard to any possible future departures. In joining in the consensus

reached by the Committee, Mexico accepted the conclusions in their entirety

which, on the one hand, referred to certain difficulties encountered and, on the

other, had reaffirmed the competence of the two organs of the MFA and dealt with

the problems of the developing countries.
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127. The representative of Yugoslavia said thatafter strenuous efforts a formula

for the extension of the rn 4.had been found. Acceptance of the Protocol

extending theArrangement by Yugoslaviawould. depend on the acceptance by other

developed countries which, in turn had. said they wouldsign the Protocol after

the conclusion of their bilateral agreements. After the traumatic experiences

since July, it was difficult to realize the implications of this new approach

for international trade. If exporting countries did not accept bilateral

arrangements. they would be subjected to the threats that the importing countries

would take more drastic action in derogation of any accepted international

obligations. Derogatiorn fromGATT rules had been steadily increasing in the

field of textiles., first to cotton textiles and then to all fibres. Moreover

the present formula of reasonable departures from particular elements would

certainly affect. the structure of the MFA an existing derogation from GATT.

GATT,which hadfaced. several important policy issues, was now faced with

difficult issues having unpracticableimplications for international trade and

for the current tradenegotiations.Flexibility and pragmatism had been

followed in the implementation or interpretation of GATT norms andsome

tolerance had been shown toward departures orfailure to comply with certain

norms in particular cases.ln document COM.TX/W/47 however non-compliance

with internationally agreed basic rules was acceptedwithout any defined limits

in time and scope. Thus, despite the assurance given about the exceptional nature

of the case, the value of the international rule of enhanced stability and

predictability, the only safeguard for weaker partners. had been eroded. In

textile trade, developing exporting countries were given less favourable treatment

than the developed countries whose exports were far greater than the exports of

the developing countries, In conclusion, he said that his Government was deeply
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concerned about the departures from internationally accepted rules, under the

pressure of so-called exceptional circumstances, and about the implications of

such departures. It was hoped that this would not affect other sectors and other

importing countries, and that with co-operation and mutual understanding a return

to internationally accepted rules would soon be possible.

128. The representative of Pakistan said that his Government's views on a just

and equitable framework for international trade in textiles, had not been affected

by the temporary and transient vicissitudes of the international economic situation,

and the pattern of trade relations resulting therefrom. Pakistan considered the

results of the efforts deployed to preserve an agreed multilateral framework for

trade in textiles to be. at best, the best of a bad bargain. The conclusions and

decision of the meeting would be transmitted to the Government of Pakistan which

would decide upon the question of its adherence to the extended MFA in due course.
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ANNEX

PROTOCOL EXTENDING THE ARRANGEMENT REGARDING
INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN TEXTILES

.o th:zagmn e .g nTE PAP.IESSto the Arrangerint Regarding International Trade in Textiles
(hereinafter referred to as "the Arrangemert"),

ACTING pursuant to paragraph 5 of Article 10 of the Arrangement and

REAFFIRM.IG that the herms of the Arrangement regarding tbe competence of
the Textiles CocmBttee and thn Textiles Surveillance rody are mai-tained, and

C0TFNIIW- the understandings set forth in the Conclusions to the Textiles
Comncttee adopted on 14 Decerber 1977, eopy of which is attached herewith,

HREBY 1 CRF as fol2o-s:

1. The periodecf valiîiAy of the Arrangement, sct out in article 16, shall be
extended for a pericI 8f four years until 31 December 1931.

2. This Protocol shall beG deposited with the Director-Ceneral to the
C0O?3ACiIACARX7ES te the GATT. it shall be open for acceptance, by signature
or otherwise, by the parties to the Arrangement, by other governments accepting
or accedirg tc the Arrangement pursuant to the provisions cf Article 13 thereof
and by the European lcono.ac Comrunity.

3o This Protocol shall enterointc force on 1 January 1978 fer the countries
which haIe hacet-ed it by that date. ?unsbnll enter into force for a coimtry
which accepts it on s laber date as of the date of such acceptance.

Dooe at Geneva this fourteenth dny ef December one thousand nire hundred
and seventy-seven in a single copy in the English, French and Spanish
languages, each text being authentic.
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Conclusions of the Textiles Committee adopted on 14 December 1977

1. The participants in the Arrangement exchanged views regarding the future of
the Multifibre Arrangement (MFA).

2. It is clear from the annual and major reviews of the MFA undertaken by the
Textiles Committee that certain important and several exporting countries have
encountered practical. difficulties in the implementation of the provisions of the
MFA. Discussions in this respect covered a wide range of areas of satisfaction
as well as dissatisfaction. These difficulties, some of which are of a long-
standing nature, affect seriously the trade and economic development of developing
countries .

3. Membersof the Textiles Committee recognized that there continued to be a
tendency for an unsatisfactory situation to exist inworld trade in textile
products, and that such a situation, if not satisfactorily deaIt with, could work
to the detriment of countries participating in international trade in textile
products. whether as importers or exporters or both. It could adversely affect
prospects for international co-operation in the trade field and could have
unfortunate. repercussionson trade relations in general, and the trade of
developing countries in particular.

4. Some participatingcountries, importing as well as exporting,. felt that there
was a. need for modificationstobe made to the text of the MFA. Others were of
the opinion thatany difficulties that may have arisen were due to problems of

implementation,NDthattheprovisions ofthe MFA are adequate to deal with such
difficulties. it. was agreed thatanyserious problems of textile trade should be
resolved throughconsultations andnegotiations.

5.1 As regards that was describedbyonemajor importingparticipant intir. participant ir its

hat suchproblems should ii?. Tht s-Ichpr.bos thoul'zi be resolved bilaterally under the
pro3ripaicgraphriron 4 h or irticle S, ;-rapbs 3 ard k

5.2 The Oomitte rted osee :aîn inmorti.n participant'sztatemert concerning
edo ba<'chieu1-n *%ish itd itei-Jl'to aCicve its ztate objectives by bilateral
gotiationsns t nerrIe.ect.i-.;t andgoodwedl the expression of aoonCi1and
flexpbiiity mace ry certaow exrorting participants ncv predominant in the
exporting of textile products of all the three fibres covered by the Arrangement.

5.3 The Conmiittee sgrwod that, wMFhir the frame:.rk of the 1.A, any such
consulhatlons and negstiaions pslouio be conducted in a s irit cf equity and
flexibility vith a view to reaching a mutually acceptable solution under
Article 4, paregraph 3, o4 Article 3, paragraphs 3 and ), which does include the
possibility of jointl, a.reed reasonable departures from particuIar elements in
particulr cases.
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5.4 It was agreed that any such departures as mentioned in sub-paragraph 3 above
would be temporary and that participants concerned shall return in the shortest
possible time to the framework of the Arrangement.

5.5 The Committee also urged all participants concerned to move promptly to
negotiate mutually acceptable solutions in the spirit of the MFA.

5.6 The Committee affirmed that , in seeking such solutions, the interests of the
developing countries,new entrants, and small suppliers shall be recognized, and
the provisions of Article 1, paragraph 4, would be fully kept in view.

6. The Committee recognized that countries having small markets, an
exceptionally high level of imports and a correspondingly low level of domestic
production are particularIy exposed to the trade problems mentioned in the
preceding paragraphs, and that their problems should be resolved in a spirit of
equity and flexibility . In the case of These countries, the provisions
of Article 1, paragraph 2, should be fully implemented.

7. The Committee reaffirmedthat the two organs of the Arrangement, the
Textiles Committee andthe Textiles Surveillance Body, should continue to
function effectively intheir respectiveareas of competence.

8.Itwas reiterated that in the future implementation of the MFA, the special
problmesof developing countries shall be fully taken into account in a manner

consistent withthe provisions of the MFA,in particular Articles 1, paragraph 3,
and 6 thereofe'.

9. Allp ,artipairntss zaw manutual copere-aon ri as eh, foundationocf the
rangements ''and as' eh. asi:.s ofer dlingw;iwîtp orsem,.s in a -ewawy hich would
pmor;tehtlo jec ctive nacaid mos theMFA. Participants emphasized that the
,mary « mi so ftht.MFA-, are toecuserc eh expanrion ro rfasdre in textilperdoeucts
.tiarla1ayI~of thedeveloping ountrie.'s andprog. resselivy o e; achieve the
defucon !o ct ;deac barries dthe liiera:clizaoicn ofowerld trade in textile
odu!Ktwhi;lleat-- the ametime, evcing ri dispuit-ve effects on individual
rarkstancrdonrindi-ivudlan lineo cprorcduiotcn inobcth importing and exporting
countries. in this con.rte,t. it was felt that, io erder to ensure the proper
functi ro cf thMFAGA, all pp;articipants oul^.d refrain from taking measure con
xeXliQes covered by thM 1FA outside the provisions therein before exhausting all
the reei m :easure p:orivîded in thMFLLA.

. T Eaking niotO aoucnrt the evuliteonary and cyclical nature of trade in
xeXlels and theimpo:crtanc to-t obcthmpornrniig ane pxrorting countrieofep rrior
résoluon ^ f^ oreemc7s in aoc&nsurictive and equitabie mannerofer the interest
cf all corncerned, and on the basis of the emcrents mentioned in paragraphs 1
through 9 above, e :. Textilesomc.miteec considered that thMF:WA in its present
form should be extended for aepEriod of foureyoars subject to confirmation by
gnar'te a s:romri 1 December 1977 orfa protocolfofuthjspurpose.e


